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Soule River surveys

• ArcMap convention for dates is used in this journal: 20090713 = July 13th, 2009.
• 4-letter plant codes are used for species encountered frequently. See table at end of journal. Animals or sign
thereof are noted in bold.
• This pdf is “bookmarked,” allowing quick navigation from the bookmarks tab or Contents below. The left-arrow icon
(or alt+backarrow) returns to your previous position. Parts of the journal are best viewed in facing-pages mode.
• Map on page 8 shows portions of the Soule watershed surveyed on each field day.
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Soule river
pre-field scoping
Preface: Koren Bosworth and I will
be traveling to the Soule River to help
with assessments for a proposed hydro
development there. I’m preparing for the
trip by setting up a GIS project with some
of the true-color 1-m pixel satellite imagery
sent to us by Paul Rusanowski. The imagery
is in State Plane, NAD 27, which makes
it easy to overlay vector data from USFS,
FWS, USGS etc.
PS from field: However, we soon
discovered that the satellite imagery is
offset as much as 180 feet, compared to
the USFS orthophotos, and all vector layers
in my collection. As of 0721, we have not
resolved this discrepancy.*
Pronunciation: Most of us visiting
biologists pronounced Soule as the French
would, with accent on the second syllable:
“Sue-lay.” Ketchikaners and Hyderites,
however, not known for francophilic
tendencies, have mostly adopted “Sue-lee.”

Watershed context
Here are some scaled-out views of the
project area. The upper hillshade map
is my only GIS raster image for SE
AK that gives any topographic detail
for neighboring Canada. The lower
Land Use Designation map places
Soule watershed in the context of its
neigboring drainages.
USFS divides the single “true”
watershed of the USGS HUC layer
into 2 VCUS: Soule River, and Thumb
Creek. You might suppose from this
delineation that the glaciated highlands
of the Thumb VCU feed eastward into
the Salmon River, but in fact, contours
show the divide is in the pass I’ve
indicated. All of the ice in the Thumb
Creek VCU actually feeds into the
Soule Watershed.
To the northwest, this Soule Icefield
declines into the Upper Chickamin
system. For another contextual map
* Possible clue from Paul’s letter announcing the
imagery: “I am getting satellite imagery coverage
for the Soule River drainage. It will have a 1
m resolution and include an IR band as well. It
should be in US State Plane 1927, Alaska Zone 1,
NAD 27.” RC: I’m not sure about this US State
Plane part; I thought USFS data were in AK State
Plane.

I suppose it’s natural to think of Hyder as extreme southern Southeast
Alaska, but in fact it’s northeast of Ketchikan. • Value Comparison Units
(VCUs) and Land Use Designations (LUDs) adjacent to the project area.
Proposed reservoir footprint outlined in red.
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Proposed reservoir and facilities
on 3-ft pixel satellite imagery.
Contours 100 feet, generated from
a digital elevation model.

of Misty Fiords National Monument Wilderness
(MFNMW; blue on LUD map), see 20090721 Hyder
to Ketchikan.

Bedrock geology
Following is the new USGS geology layer developed
by Sue Karl. I’ve lumped major rock types into color
families. Intrusives are in the pink-purple color
spectrum. Sedimentaries, metamorphics and volcanics
are in the yellow-green family. It looks like geologically
this is about the most monolithic and low-diversity
project area you could find in Southeast. I expect to see
rather low forest productivity on the granitics. (PS: Yup,
definitely a tough place for forest growth.)
From the Karl key:
Sedimentaries/metamorphics/volcaniclastics
PzZyp Paleozoic and Precambrian paragneiss and
marble. In Ketchikan area unit includes rusty brown
weathering pelitic paragneiss and schist containing
conspicuous root-beer-brown biotite and by subordinate
quartzofeldspathic gneiss distinguished mainly by its
light color and low content of mafic minerals. Metasedimentary protoliths of the paragneiss sequence were
deposited in a marine environment. Forests we flew in
Rudyerd Bay on this rock looked more productive than
those on granite
JPzvs Jurassic-P? sedimentaries and volcanics.
Can’t find this one in the Karl PDF key.

The MFNMW boundary runs along the southwest
edge of the Soule watershed. The Soule itself is
classified Remote Recreation LUD
Intrusives (orange-brown tints):
Tegd Tertiary–Eocene granite and granodiorite.
This is the Soule rock type. Sphene-hornblende-biotite
granodiorite and granite. Color index 5-20. In Ketchikan
area, massive to weakly foliated granodiorite and quartz
monzonite; also outcrops of paragneiss, dikes, and
other intrusive rocks too small to show on the map.
Typical specimens are medium grained. Average mineral
composition is plagioclase (45%), potassium feldspar
(23%), quartz (22%), biotite (6%), and hornblende
(4%).
Tgdpm Tertiary-Eocene migmatite. Migmatite
consisting of schist, gneiss, and marble pervasively
intruded by Eocene K-feldspar porphyritic granitic to
tonalitic leucosomes in the Coast Mountains plutonicmetamorphic complex.
Tgdp Tertiary-Eocene K-feldspar porphyritic
granodiorite. Locally porphyritic; unfoliated to foliated;
medium-grained granodiorite in the Coast Mountains.
Gray to buff fresh, weathers to medium gray; with rare
mafic inclusions; Intrudes Coast plutonic-metamorphic
complex rocks as sill-like bodies.
Jmgd Jurassic granodiorite and quartz diorite.
Texas Creek pluton consists mainly of recrystallized,
locally cataclastically deformed granodiorite and
minor quartz diorite. Hand specimens are typically
greasy green with cloudy feldspars and indistinct grain
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boundaries. In general the
unit is relatively massive
and lacks pronounced
primary or metamorphic
foliation. The Texas Creek
pluton comprises the
southwesternmost part of a
batholith that crops out in
Alaska and in neighboring
parts of British Columbia.
Surficial deposits
(stipple):
Qa Quaternary
alluvium. In the study
area, comprises Soule River
flood-plain deposits and
marginal alluvial fans. Note
there’s considerable Qa
mapped above No Name
Lake. This is quite different
in character, however, from
the flood-plain deposits on
the valley floor below No
Name where the proposed
reservoir would be located.
The upper valley marginal
deposits are steeper and
probably include a good
deal of colluvium. I’ve tried
to illustrate this in the
graphic at lower right.
For a scaled-out geologic
map of southern Southeast,
see the 0721 route map I
prepared for our flight back
to Ketchikan with Brandon.

Above: The Stikine Terrane is
more heavily mineralized than the
Coast Range Batholith; gold was
found on both sides of the border.
In 1921 the Premier Mine shipped
$1,500,000. It operated through
the 1950s. Throughout our stay in
Hyder, we saw helicopters flying
up the Salmon River, servicing
Canadian mines.
Left: from Baichtal & Streveler,
2000. This is a great overview map
of southern Tongass geology. In
the northeast corner, it explains
the shift to Jurassic rocks shown in
the map on the right; they’re in an
entirely different geologic terrane.
Right: Contrasting nature of
surficial deposits above and below
No Name Lake.
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NWI
This clip includes most of the
floodplain that would be covered
by the reservoir (red outline). A
good deal of recent beaver activity
is unmapped on this layer, traced
by USFWS contractors from 1979
NASA aerials.
PS from trip’s end: Koren’s
wetland polygons now offer far
more detail than NWI within and
adjacent to the project footprint.
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Hydrology

Tree size

Interesting that the Paustian (1992) channel type layer
maps the Soule River as glacial even on the Lake
Trib (=North Fork) side, given that there are no active
glaciers upstream in these sub-watersheds.
Certainly, the Lake Trib is glacial in origin.
Southeast from the lake there are many residual braids
evident in the satellite imagery, suggesting greater
activity during the Little Ice Age. Rather than small
glaciers forming in the basins east of Lake Trib, it’s
more likely that the Soule Glacier spilled over into
the lake in the area indicated. Little additional ice
thickness would be necessary for this to happen.

This is from John Caouette’s layer, based upon Timtyp
& NWI. Interesting that almost no commercial forest
is mapped on the flood plain. Probably the photointerpreters felt the coniferous component was too thin
to constitute 8 mbf/acre. Certainly a good portion of the
flood-plain is decidous: alder, willow and cottonwood.
(PS: Our field surveys support this non-commercial
classification. See also post-trip notes added in blue.)
The overall message of this map is how little
coniferous forest of respectable size exists in the steepwalled, granitic, Soule watershed.
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Oblique of Hyder from the Taquan
Beaver, swinging around to land
at the dock. The ball field in the
center of town is where we would
be staging for flights with Temsco
Helicopters.

20090713 JuneauKetchikan-Hyder
6:15 AM Alaska Air to
Ketchikan. Taquan Air to
Hyder. Planning session with
Paul Rusanowski and Tony
Krzysik at our B&B.
Below: My field excursions with
Koren. Note that on 0717, I took
an office day while Koren skiffed to
the delta with Paul and Tony.
This map should serve as a
spatial “table of contents” for the
following journal entries.
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024
20090714 North Fork W
side
Temsco pilot Brandon ferried us out
to the Soule from the Hyder ballfield
in 4 trips–2 for the archeology team,
one each for Paul & Tony, and for
Koren & me.
Our flight up the North Fork was
my first opportunity to take aerial
obliques of the valley. I won’t include
these in the journal, but they’re being
submitted to the Shipley Group as
medium-res “tagged” images in
photo-folders for each field day.
011 Brandon first set us down on
the little triangular island at the outlet
of No Name Lake, where Paul and
Tony camped last year. There were
no wetlands to assess on this site, and
we were stranded there by high water
until Brandon could come back for us
in the chopper.
The island is “woodland” rather
than closed forest, with scattered
mountain hemlock (TSME) and
Sitka spruce (PISI), standing over a
“subcanopy” of Sitka alder (ALCR)
and willows (SABA, SASI). Substrate
is glacial till with coarse sand, gravel,
cobble and boulders. It appears to
be part of a terminal or recessional
moraine, possibly Little Ice Age. A
steep escarpment faces the lake, some
 “Tagged” = labeled with subject, date, time,
& gps coordinates. See following sidebar on
Ground-truthing field techniques.
 4-letter plant codes are listed in a table at
the end of this journal.

Remnant snow patch at the mouth of No
Name Lake.
Saxifraga ferruginea, one of many “alpine
species” that we found at low elevations
in the Soule, probably washed down the
steep granitic walls from alpine tundra
communities above.
Brandon set us down on the little triangular
island at the lake outlet, where Paul and
Tony camped last year. But we were
stranded there, and had to wait for a
pickup to begin our wetland surveys.

028

Arrow points to
rodent burrow in
escarpment face.

011
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Possible Zapus burrow at the lake outlet. The moss
is Pleurozium schreberi, unusually abundand in this
watershed.

025

009
Comparison of ranges for meadow and western jumping
mice, from MacDonald & Cook, 2007.

bare of vegetation, and some covered with the moss
Pleurozium schreberi. There were a few goose turds,
but this doesn’t appear to be a significant molting
location (PS: See moraine/kame notes in BaichtalStreveler sidebar, end of journal.)
025 Koren found a small burrow about half way
up the moraine face. It was about the diameter of my
forefinger. This is pretty unusual in Southeast Alaska.
In the Juneau area we have no small burrowing
mammals. Long-tailed voles dig what I would call
“feeding craters” for roots, etc, but these never go

farther down than you can reach with a finger.
I speculated this might be a jumping mouse
burrow. According to MacDonald & Cook, 2007,
there are 2 species in Southeast: Zapus hudsonicus
and Z. princeps. Oddly, Z. hudsonicus has a disjunct
distribution, being mostly northern but also including
an isolated population on Revillagigedo Island. The
more likely candidate for the Soule watershed is
Z. princeps, the western jumping mouse. Koren
googled Zapus princeps and learned that this species
hibernates in a burrow in well-drained soil, often in
an elevated bank, usually close to water. That sure is a
good characterization of this hole.
009 Brandon delivered us from our desert island
and set us down in a beaver complex about 1.3 miles
downvalley from the lake outlet.
029 Water has dropped about 18 inches since
beaver abandoned this formerly extensive pond
system. My oblique photo 009 has about the same
amount of water as in the 2004 satellite imagery.
But the drained margins, although mostly bare of
vegetation, are fairly steep, and don’t represent a lot
of lateral shrinkage.
032 The dam was cleanly breached, as if
excavated with a backhoe. Water is chest-deep at
this location and crystal clear. Koren wondered if a
sudden release of water associated with the landslide
(described below) could have accounted for this
surgically clean notch in the dam.
Surrounding vegetation is willows, SARA, ALCR,
ferns, spruce, lots of hemlock (mostly TSME), POTR
to 80 feet. No old growth on the flood plain here.
 I’ve seen Zapus in only 2 locations in Southeast Alaska: at
Haines Airport (ZAHU), and in Emerald Bay on the Cleveland
Peninsula (probably ZAPR, as this is the mainland species in
southern SE AK.)
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029

032
On this perfect, soft-mud tracking surface, I
saw almost no wildlife sign; just an occasional
goose track. No deer, no bear, no mustelids,
no rodents. I guess the combination of no fish
for predators and severe winters discouraging
herbivores is a prohibitive formula.
030 View uphill along an avalanche track.
This past winter, conifers (mostly TSME) to 1foot diameter were swept down right to the edge
of the beaver pond. I started up into this debris
but quickly turned back, it was about as bad as
bushwacking gets in this watershed, ~d8.
033 Mixed PISI-POTR forest to 30 inches
dbh. Occasional TSME, OPHO GYDR, TITR
dominating, with scattered STAM. because
 d8 = difficulty 8 on a scale from 1 to 10. Following
sidebar explains this rating system.

030
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033
View up the west fork
from over the confluence.
Bare patch near river is
Brandon’s waiting spot. It’s
centrally located for serving
the 3 field parties. (This
photo was actually taken
on 0716.)

of the cottonwoods, there’s a deep leafy duff that
excludes almost all ground mosses.
Koren dug a hole to compare to the wetland point,
and a third pit in pure alder thicket. The forest pit had
6 inches of deciduous leaf duff over boulders to 9
inches diameter with coarse sand. Beneath the alders
the material was smaller gravel-cobble.

Brandon fetched us out of this mosquito morass and
took us down to his breezy river bar on the lower West
Fork where we could eat lunch without being eaten
ourselves. Habitat resembles that of the Mendenhall
valley’s Moraine Ecology Trail. Coarse sediment in an
outwash flat discourages plants intolerant of summer
drought.
051 Lichen turf with Stereocaulon, Cladina and
Rhacomitrium, cracking into polygons in the recent
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052
dry weather. When you step on
the lichens they disintegrate.
Woody-stemmed plants mostly
less than head-high: stunted PISI,
TSME, SASI, POTR, scattered
alder on moister microsites.
052 Also we found a few
subalpine firs. They can be
spotted at a distance by their
bluish tint. Tallest near our lunch
spot was about 25 feet. It had 2
vertical cones near the top.
053 Lycopodium
complanatum on the lichen turf.
After lunch, Brandon flew
us back upvalley to a second
recently dewatered beaver
complex on the west side, a little
to the south from our first.
064 On the partly bare muds,
Koren found Mimulus lewisii, a

051

053
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Ground-truthing field techniques
The Ground-truthing Project is a 5-year effort to
document conditions on past, current, and future
timber lands throughout Southeast Alaska. We also
engage with agencies and timber workers to promote
sustainable forestry in our region. Sponsored by the
Sitka Conservation Society, the GT field leaders are Bob
Christensen and me. Scott Harris is the GT coordinator
at SCS. For more information on Ground-truthing, visit
the SCS website at www.sitkawild.org.
During the past 5 years Ground-truthers have finetuned a combination of GPS, photography, and narrated
field notes that works well for general natural history
assessments in Southeast Alaska. To make best use of
this Soule journal, especially for folks who weren’t with
us on the July 2009 surveys, it would probably help to
describe our basic procedure.
GPS My current combination is a Dell Axim PDA
running ArcPad, connected wirelessly to a small Garmin
GPS receiver in a pocket on my bill cap. On very rainy
days, I use an otter case to protect the PDA. The whole
system (disregarding software of course) costs (and
weighs) about a tenth of a Trimble. My track consists
of a point every 8 seconds. I navigate with an ArcPad
project giving my position relative to orthophotos
(rasters) plus a fairly standardized set of vector data
layers such as clearcut date, channel type, elevation,
geology, wetlands, forest structure, FS road#, etc.
Voice notes Ground-truthers take data “on the
fly” without interrupting our bushwack, by narrating
notes into PDAs or directly into our cameras. Narrating
field notes is much faster than R-in-R notebooks or
data-loggers when you’re trying not to hold up a bunch
of field partners. Of course, transcribing voice notes
takes a lot of post-field time, as does photo-processing,
described below. But for me, it’s during that reflective
post-field “data-sweeping” process that the real
synthesis emerges. In the heat of d7 bushwacking, my
attention is usually more focused on not getting poked in
the eye.
Photography On a typical Ground-truthing day
I take 100 to 200 digital photos, most recently with
a Nikon DSLR, 18-105mm lens. Many of these are
later stitched into panoramas. Ground-truthing is all
about forest structure, hard to capture in a traditional
photograph. Even the widest angle lens can’t picture
a forest scene the way a human eye experiences it
without unnatural-looking, curvy distortions, especially
 Bushwacking difficulty scale described in following sidebar.

at the perimeter. For shots
where it’s important to show
height as well as breadth, I
take an overlapping series of
vertical format photos. Back
on the computer, these are
first rotated back upright
before stitching along the long
axis. The result is a composite photo of normal-looking
dimensions that presents a big scope of terrain, yet tree
trunks, etc, remain vertical.
Of course, panoramas take yet more time to assemble
back in camp. They also lose their time stamp. In the
program ACDSee, I re-establish that time, which is
essential for linking to the GPS track. ACDSee also allows
permanent recording of photographer, “sublocation,”
and unlimited caption detail in the IPTC data. This
information will never be separated from the .jpg in the
process of editing, renaming or copying.
In ACDSee, I give a brief descriptive name to each
photo, and then, after culling duds, renumber the shots
sequentially.
GPS Photolink This is a program that compares
the time on camera and GPS, and automatically drops
a photopoint icon onto the downloaded GPS track in
ArcMap. Air photos in this journal are exports from soule.
mxd with track (yellow dots) and photopoints (larger
red dots). I’ve numbered only those photos that are
shown in the journal. In ArcMap, when you hover over
the photopoint icon, a thumbnail of the ground photo
appears. When you click on it, the image appears in your
default photo browser.
Journaling Once all the track, photo, and voicenote processing is done, I find it invaluable to retrace
the day’s bushwack, opening each photo, and comparing
the ground scene to the canopy texture on air imagery.
Writing up these notes is my way of savoring the
country, and of taking the reader as graphically as
possible into the field experience.
Photo collection for Shipley Group I will submit
with this journal my daily photo folders with “tagged”
images. These are reduced-resolution photos (usually
~150 to 400 KB), automatically labelled by GPS
Photolink with daily title, photo # and description, date/
time and coordinates. The example below is a panorama
from the North Fork. Resolution is adequate for most
purposes, but if you’d prefer unlabeled originals of
specific shots I’m happy to provide them.
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Bushwacking difficulty scale
This is something Bob Christensen and I first began using in 2005, our first
year of the Ground-truthing Project. Most folks react initially with amusement
to this ranking, but I find it to be one of the more useful parameters of wildlife
habitat, particularly for the bigger creatures such as deer and bear who–like us
humans–don’t necessarily prefer thrashing around in hellacious brush tangles. If
they do seek out the tangles, it’s often for their utility as cover from things they
like even less. (“Oh, Bro Fox, Please don’t throw me in that briar patch!”)
The scale is a ranking, from d1 to d10, with “d” standing for difficulty.
D1 is sidewalk; d10 is suicidal if traversed over anything more than spitting
distance. The ranking ignores factors that vary temporally. A given piece of
terrain should have the same rating in summer and winter, rain or shine, buggy
or bugless, and whether the traveller is going uphill or down. It should also be
as independent as possible of subjective factors: whether the bushwhacker is
feeling grumpy, exhausted, allergic, etc.
d1 is level and mostly brush free. Most trails are d1 or d2. Hikers needn’t
look at their feet while walking. If you look up at the canopy or at your GPS
while walking, and trip over a root, you’re in d2.
d2 Visually, this habitat is unobstructed. You can see a deer 50 yards away
in d2 understory. Terrain can be rolling, but the uphill portions should not cause
noticable strain compared to level hiking.
d3 Many mature second-growth forests, and some fairly closed-canopy oldgrowth forests with sparse understory are d3 bushwhacking. Blueberry bushes
are present, but mostly waist hieght or less, and it’s easy to weave your way
without much thrashing. Same goes for down logs; they’re present, but you
rarely have to climb over or stoop under if you choose a good route.
d4 At this stage, some brush thrashing is unavoidable, and down logs are
common enough that some minor gymnastics are involved.
d5 By this stage, visibility is restricted by blueberry, menziesia or devil’s
club. Often, you can’t see your hiking partners 10 yards away. Log obstructions
are common, but you rarely have to go down on hands and knees. With good
raingear, you should be able to stay dry all day in d5.
d6 If the day’s bushwack averages d6 or d7, it becomes impossible even
with the best raingear to keep your shirt collar and forearms dry; frequent
contorted poses offer abundant opportunities for rain to drip inside your hood,
or up your sleeves. Not to mention that by the end of the day your clothing is
saturated with sweat from strenuous exertions. After a day of d6, there are
usually at least 3 hemlock needles in your underwear.
d7 Uninitiated hikers begin to grunt and whimper, and to question the
leader’s sanity. A good portion of travel is on top of slippery or bouncy logs, with
little to cling to for support other than thorny devil’s club and salmonberry.
d8 You can’t travel 100 yards through d8 without bleeding. I’ve never spent
more than an half an hour in continuous d8. Sometimes the brush is so dense
that the only way to continue forward momentum is to fall. More than half
the time, you can’t see your feet. D8 usually entails radical terrain as well as
blowdown tangle and dense brush. Each step is a logistical consideration. Many
recently-thinned 25-to-35-year-old clearcuts are d8.
d9 No rational human would spend more than a few moments in d9. These
supremely brushy places are often wonderful songbird and small mammal
habitat, but deer-sized critters can find much easier places to forage. Their only
incentive for penetrating d8-d9 habitats is predator avoidance.
d10 I’m alive, therefore I’ve never been in d10. I may have seen it once or
twice, but tried not to think about it. Southeast Alaska actually has little d-9 and
d10 habitat compared to other bioregions, such as coastal Mexican thornscrub.
The bushwacking difficulty scale is a good way to evaluate successional trends.
Each disturbance sets off its own unique trajectory. For example, after logging
of a d5 upland hemlock old-growth stand, years 1 to 25 are typically d7 to d8.
With canopy closure and settling of slash at 40 to 50 years, difficulty typically
declines to d2-d4. After several centuries, with tree fall and increased canopy
gaps, the brush mosaic re-establishes, and average difficulty returns slowly to
d5. Note that in this example, the higher the difficulty, the better the summer
wildlife habitat. In winter, however, the d5 old growth is by far the most
valuable habitat for resident birds, mammals and fish.

064
first for me,as it barely reaches
the southern Tongass. While
Koren did a wetland point, I
walked up to the top of the
complex, and again found
no animal tracks other than
occasional goose.
066 Pano looking
downvalley to the breached
dam. Notch shows clearly on
the left. Logs along the margin
are mostly Sitka alders that
were drowned by the rising
water level.
068 Caught and swabbed
a small adult western toad,
65mm SVL (snout-vent length).
It was out on the early-seral
surface of the dewatered pond,
and hopped up into the alder
fringe as I approached. While
I held it in the gloves Tony
provided us, Koren gave it 20
swabs on the belly, and 5 each
on the webs of the hind feet.
No nuptual pad, but gave a
release call, so I’m pretty sure
he was male. Tony will send the
labeled ethanol vials to a lab
that tests for chytrid fungus.
078 Koren showed me
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066
Equisetum sylvaticum, a “wispier” looking horsetail
species that branches twice.
080 A seepy cobble bar had Claytonia relative
Montia parviflora, another plant I’ve never seen.
Predator scat with hair of medium-sized rodent,
probably beaver (not coarse or long enough for deer).
This is probably a wolf scat, but possibly bear.
081 Yazoo channel, tucked against the bouldery
base of the valley wall. These valley-wall streams are
abundant in the Soule.
083 Koren probably has spent more time reading
Pojar and MacKinnon than any person alive. Every
time I turned around, she was looking up a new plant.
Brandon fetched us at around 5 PM and flew us
down river. I shot through the lower bubble window
on the front of the chopper. Back to the Hyder
ballfield. Great introduction to the Soule watershed.
Today the archeologists saw a probable
semipalmated plover up at the glacier. Also there
were agitated arctic terns, indicating nests nearby.

068

 I now question the tern ID; more likely mew gull. See notes
from our 0720 visit.

078

083

081

080
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This shot was taken flying
out at the end of day 1

099
20090715 N Fork &
confluence
On this morning’s flight upriver, Koren
saw a family of mergansers in the Soule
River, but we didn’t get close enough to
tell whether they were commons or redbreasteds. Brandon set us down in a beaver
complex just south of where we finished
yesterday.
006 While Koren started a wetland
point, I walked the edges of the recently
dewatered flat, scanning for toads. It didn’t
seem propitous: too much current in this
part of the beaver meadow for amphibian
larvae.
008 I turned back where the open
flats narrowed to a small beaver-dammed
stream snaking through the alders.On the
dewatered beaver workings, I saw 2 bear
scats (small, probably black) but they were

006

Because of offset
problems with the truecolor satellite imagery,
I’m switching to these
1996 B&W, 6-ft pixel
USFS digital orthoquads.
Red dots are my
photopoints, numbered
if included in the journal.
Yellow line is Koren’s
Etrex track; meandery
sections are on the
ground; smooth sections
are in the air.
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Approach to our first
set-down point

008

005

011

012

009
quite old. No fresh tracks or sign on the mostly
bare soils. Again, I would characterize this area
as having very low wildlife activity.
009 Tall tuft of Caltha biflora. This is
a species that only makes it up to central
Southeast, and is never seen around Juneau
(Pojar & MacKinnon, 1994). Different
appearance than I remember from previous
encounters with this southern-Tongass species.
Leaves more elongated (PS: we later saw more
normal looking examples of CABI).
011 In the forest just above “beaver level”
there’s mostly hemlock. Spruce about 10% by
volume - individuals somewhat larger than the
hemlocks, and some have epicormic branching.
It’s fairly easy travelling under the closedcanopy conifer stands–usually d3 to d4.
012 The next pond down-valley was
rimmed by the dead, nearly prostrate stems of
Sitka alders that had been killed when beaver
raised the water level. These have a striking
appearance from the helicopter.
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017
016 The alpine heather, Phyllodoce aleutica (In
Pojar, glanduliflora) on a lichen flat. In this southern
portion of the North Fork flood plain, you begin to
see small openings resulting not from poor drainage,
but the opposite. These are xeric, nutrient-starved
communities I refer to as lichen flats because of the
dominance of genera like Cladina and Stereocaulon.
Alpine species like Phyllodoce also appear
occasionally. Rare on most of the Tongass, lichen flats
are usually features of glacial outwash flood plains,
where high energy surfaces are suddenly abandoned
before further recession of their glacial source could
deliver smaller particle sizes, impeding drainage. The
coarse sand, gravel, and sometimes cobbles on these
surfaces are excessively drained, and during brief
summer dry spells, many of our rain-forest species
shrivel and die.
These open lichen flats make excellent campsites,
for example the Shipley Group’s summer 2008 site on
a bend in the North Fork, just down river.
As Brandon passed over, we asked if he could set
down for us in this small lichen flat. He said it looked
a little tight, but he would wait for us on a similar
riverside flat just to the south.
017 It was easy to navigate the remaining
120 meters toward the sound of his idling rotors.
Dominant ground moss on this flat is Rhacomitrium.

016
From that pickup site, Brandon airlifted us half a mile
southwest up to a rich fen at the top of the peatland
complex that steps down toward the confluence of
West and North Forks. It doesn’t appear that these
are controlled by lateral moraines, but rather by stepdowns in the granitic bedrock. We passed outcrops
several times as we threaded this series of peatlands.
From the air, our set-down fen was distinctly
brighter green than the more acidic sphagnum bogs
downslope.
020 While Koren delineated, I circumnavigated
the fen. There’s about a dozen small, shallow
buckbean ponds often filled with flocculent and
decomposing plants that makes it hard to scan for
amphibians.

020

022
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From
MacDonald
& Cook, 2007.
Note that our
record greatly
extends the
documented
Alaskan range.

Mapping Taricha
The Rough-skinned newt is considered to be a
Pacific Northwest species, with range closely
confined to the coast. The small inset map
on right shows the total known range. Unlike
the other amphibians of southeastern Alaska
(western toad, 2 frog species, 2 salamanders),
there is so far little indication that Taricha
granulosa colonized the Archipelago via
transboundary rivers from populations in
interior British Columbia. It has seemed
more likely that–with other coastally oriented
vertebrates such as Sitka black-tailed deer–
Taricha worked its way up the Pacific Coast
during the Holocene, following deglaciation.
The map above, compiled for USFWS by
Steve MacDonald, shows that TAGR collections
for Southeast are very “island-heavy.” Steve
has only 2 “natural” records for the mainland,

025

Range map for
TAGR, generated
in amphibiaweb.
org. Green
dots are single
records; blue
dots multiple.
Orange tint is
inferred range.

at Checats Lake and Stikine River. The Juneau
population–blue square–is introduced.
Expanding the map to include Canadian
collections (amphibiaweb range-map export
above) shows a complete absence of records
in northern British Columbia. The inferred
range, shown as an orange tint, clearly assumes
that Taricha granulosa is coastal, not to be expected in northern
Canadian interior.
Does the lack of interior N. B.C. records simply reflect low
sampling intensity? After all, creating a similar map for long-toed
salamander (for which a downriver colonization into SE AK is
assumed) reveals only a single collection, at Telegraph Creek.
Our Soule River Taricha records show that this animal is not as
tightly confined to the coast as suggested by current maps, and
even raises questions about the coastal migration route. Will more
intensive herp surveys and genetic sampling in BC eventually show
that there are source populations on the Stikine, Iskut, Unuk, and
Nass, from which the Alexander Archipelago newts are derived?

022 At least several of these ponds have roughskinned
newts. I caught a male in pond 020, and with Koren’s help
swabbed him for chytrid sampling, as requested, although I’ve
never heard that there were any problems with fungal infection
for this species. Compare the elongated vent on this male to
photo 025.
025 At about 75 meters southwest from this first, largest
pond, I found a second, smaller newt crawling through the
Sphagnum at the edge of another METR pond. I was able to
swab this one without assistance. The more circular-shaped vent
bulge indicates that this one was female. She was paler brown
than the several, larger newts that I saw in the water.
Later, checking the range map for newt in MacDonald’s
guide, I was surprized to see that there are no records for this
part of Southeast Alaska. My newt-mapping sidebar suggests
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that current assumptions about range
limits and colonization routes need
revision.
033 At the lower edge of the newt
fen, there are probable vole diggings,
much like the long-tailed vole sign we
see around Juneau in uplift meadows
just after the snow melts away. Not
actual burrows, as for Zapus; just
what I would call “feeding craters” or
divots.
034 Leaving the fen, we found a
diverse shrub border with mountain
ash (the native Sorbus sitchensis),
our first Spirea douglasii (a southern
Southeast species), and several “new”
species that we hadn’t yet encountered
on the North Fork flood plain: Geum
calthifolium, Cladothamnus, and bog
orchids (Platanthera dilatata and P.
saccata).
We had our first good view into the
West Fork from an escarpment about
100 feet above the flood plain. There’s
a lot of water coming out of this active
(though down-wasting) glacial valley.
It looks to me like more than twice
as much flow as in the North Fork,
although Paul’s measurements suggest
otherwise (PS see 0720 for field survey
in West Fork).
The old-growth forest on the hill

033

034

036
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039

042
040

043
separating West and North Forks has many dead
hemlock tops, in strong contrast to the clean young
tops of the forest down on the flood plain.
039 Drosera is abundant in the bogs. Koren
also showed me a new Lycopodium relative I’ve
never seen on the northern Tongass–Lycopodiella
inundatum. Pojar & MacKinnon says this grows north
only to Petersburg. Other species of note in the bogs:
Geocaulon lividum, Caltha biflora.
040 We threaded a series of peatland openings
downslope toward the river confluence from the
newt fen. I scanned ~20 ponds throughout these

bogs, which appeared more acidic than the rich
fen we had landed in. Based on experience in the
northern Tongass (Carstensen, Willson & Armstrong,
2003), I didn’t expect to find amphibians here. One
rather unique feature of these ponds, as shown in
the foreground of photo 040, was the many large
boulders quite near the surface. Generally the bottoms
of peatland ponds have deep, loose flocculent,
completely covering the bog’s mineral foundations. In
fact, the only place I recall seeing boulders in peatland
ponds was between Taylor and Dundas Bays, where
an early neoglacial advance of the Brady Glacier
uncovered the landscape 1800 years ago, a rare
example of “incipient” peatland in an ecoregion where
most such communities have been developing for
more like 10,000 years. Are these peatlands similarly
“young?” Or has peat accumulation simply been
slower here?
042 Peat plug from Koren’s wetland point
043 Sphagnum “causeway” between 2 ponds: on
the left with floating leaves of Sparganium, on the
right with emergent sedges.
Coming to the end of the peatlands, we descended
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View north over some of the
peatlands we traversed between the
newt fen (off photo to the upper right)
and river confluence. “Step-downs”
appear to be bedrock controlled. This
photo was taken 0714.

053
through medium-tree hemlock old growth. Because we spent yesterday on the North
Fork flood plain, this was our first actual old growth of the Soule surveys. Foliage
was too high to reach, so we’re not sure of the percent mountain to western hemlock
in this stand. Spruce is just a tiny fraction by volume. Clintonia uniflora is one of the
dominant herbs. Other common understory species: STRO, VAOV, COCA, RUPE;
no COAS that I noticed.
050 Off the bedrock/till slope onto a river terrace, there’s a bit of subalpine fir.
This example has been scarred by a bear.
 PS from end of trip: Koren and I can’t recall any Coptis asplenifolia from the Soule. That’s an
interesting absence, because this is one of the signature SE AK old-growth species. An evergreen member
of the buttercup family, it’s measured along with COCA and RUPE in surveys of winter deer habitat quality.

050
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056
053 Descending toward the West Fork, we found ourselves cut
off from Brandon’s staging-area lichen flat by a rushing, 3-foot deep
overflow channel (Topo maps based largely upon 1948 aerials suggest
this was the main channel at time of mapping). While Koren did a
wetland point, I took a panorama of the ~40-foot-high escarpment
above the river, showing exposed glacial till. Large boulders in this
exposure are rounded. We radioed Brandon, who came over and
transfered us to the south side of the confluence.

059

062

056 Brandon dropped us near an aerial target in a fen on the south
side, below an avalanche chute. This photo is looking northeast and
downslope over the fen, just before landing. The white flowers at the
edge of the alders near the target are bog orchids.
While Koren delineated, I first explored the alder thicket above the
fen, with rich, d5 understory of SABA, OPHO, LYAM, ATFE, RUSP,
STAM, and VEVI. Then I traversed northwest into a closed-canopy
old-growth stand with ~30-inch hemlocks, very open understory, only
d2 bushwacking. Just beyond is a steep-gradient creek with very pale
granite cobbles, mostly angular material up to 8 inches diameter.
059 Pinguicula vulgaris, the insectivorous bog butterwort.
062 Koren flushed a dark-eyed junco from its ground nest, and I
held back the Kalmia leaves for a quick, out-of-focus photo.
Bushwacked down along a v-notch creek to check out a fascinating
and dynamic wetland that has developed at the base of a large alluvial
fan.
065 I’ve named this wetland Snaggy Lobe, for the abundant,
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View north over Snaggy Fan
to the West Fork. Photo taken
0720. The inset is a 1996
orthophoto. Note the fresh
(white) streak of raw sediment
passing over the breakthrough. Compare to photo
080, in which this channel has
become more vegetated

class II spruce snags, killed around 15 years ago.
Judging from whorl count, the trees were less
than a century old when flooded. Some are clearly
backwatered by beaver, but others, upslope, are
on a perceptible gradient, beyond the influence of
dams, and mortality here must have something to do

with a change in the groundwater dynamic, in turn
probably related to avalanche/mudsliding uphill from
the fan. In the oblique aerial there’s a recent sluff in
the left foreground. As the larger upslope fan grew, it
apparently sent a new slug of sediment through this
cut into Snaggy Lobe.

065
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070

071

076

071 Lots of goose foraging on LYAM at the toe
of Snaggy Lobe, where beaver have built numerous
short, curving dams.
070 Water is exceptionally clear in places, flowing
rapidly over thick recent accumulations of pale,
medium-grained sand. Elsewhere (071) it’s nearly
opaque with some of the thickest iron floc we’ve
seen. Again, it seems like the recent landslide has
something to do with this iron fixation.
Continuing upslope on this fan, the willow
becomes thicker and taller, until it’s eventually
d7 bushwacking. (From Koren’s notes: At wettest
part, 50% SABA, 10% SASI.) Stems are stained
orange with the floc up to waist hieght, which at first
seemed odd because they are never flooded by dams
downslope. I eventually concluded that the willows
must be pressed down into the irony soil by snow each
winter. This is the only large area of essentially pure
willow we’ve seen; usually it’s a minor component of
the ALCR shrub habitat.
076 In the shorter willows I caught a second small
adult toad, 65mm SVL. Swabbed him for the chytrid
test.
We searched for a place in the Snaggy Lobe where
Brandon could pick us up, but there were too many
snags. So we climbed 150 meters southeast up to a
little bog that showed on the aerials. We ate lunch
while waiting for the helicopter.
078 While sitting on the Sphagnum, Koren
pointed out an extremely dessicated toad carcass! It
was just about unrecognisable. I think she said that
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078

080

what caught her eye was the tiny rounded head of the femur, protruding
from the shriveled skin (white arrow). We weren’t sure if it was possible
to detect chytrid fungus long after the death of an amphibian, but in case it
was, we swabbed the carcass, as we had the live toads.
080 As we exited the Soule with Brandon, I took another aerial oblique
of Snaggy Lobe, this time looking southwest. On this view, you can make
out the bulging toe of the “master fan,” and the breakthrough area, now
more vegetated than on the 1996 orthophoto.
We flew down to the south side of the delta, to check out a reported tadpole
pond. Last September, Paul and Tony saw dispersing toadlets in the
meadows here. Since recent metamorphs could not have travelled far from
their natal pond, I asked the archeologists–who would be working there–to
keep an eye out for this year’s tadpoles. Our work on the northern Tongass
has shown strong year-to-year fidelity of adults to specific breeding ponds.
They found the tadpoles, not in higher ponds up against the forest edge, as I
expected, but in the largest, high-intertidal pond.
081 While wading through the grasses at the high tide line, Koren found
perennial sowthistle, Sonchus asper, a serious invasive. More on this plant
follows; we eventually found it in abundance throughout the Soule and
Salmon River deltas.
084 The tadpoles were in a 20-meter-long tidal pond with steep sides.
There were between 50 and 100, clustered mostly at the north end. I didn’t
catch any for measurements, planning to return later for a full assessment,
but they appeared to be around 20mm TL (total length)
 Adult and juvenile toads are measured from snout to vent (SVL). Larvae are measured from
snout to tip of tail (total length, TL).

081

084
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20090716 North Fork E side
As explained on page 3 of this journal, the true color
2004 satellite imagery commissioned by the Shipley
Group is seriously offset and must be corrected before
further use in GIS. But in many areas–such as this
largest beaver complex on the North Fork–that satellite
imagery gives information lacking on the 1996 B&W
orthophoto in terms of: 1) resolution; 2) color signature;
3) recent successional developments. In these areas,
for purposes of illustration in this journal, my “interim
solution” has been to re-georeference small sections of
the satellite imagery. I’ve labeled these images as “RCre-rectified”

Brandon set us down at the white-X target on the
east side of the North Fork, to look at a major
beaver complex. In the Rusanowski/Krzysik
2008 report, this tributary is called Beaver Creek.
On aerials you can trace the stream feeding this
complex to a canyon upvalley. It’s also clearly
mapped on the 1:63,000-scale USGS topographic
map, which shows the source at about 4000 feet in
high, west-facing lakes and snowfields.
The cottonwoods surrounding this opening are
tall, to 100 feet, and up to about 30 inch dbh. The
workings are currently inactive, and have been
dewatered for considerable distance (oblique aerial
photo 055). A lot of the exposed sand hasn’t yet
been colonized.
005 Koren’s first wetland point; she stands
in left distance under the white arrow. The water
is very clear throughout this dewatered beaver

RC-re-rectified 2004 imagery
for the Beaver Creek wetlands.
Red dots are RC photopoints.
Yellow line is Koren’s track.
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005
complex. Stream current appears too rapid for
larvae of any Southeast amphibian. Only at
the north end is there an appendix with still
water that could conceivably serve as a tadpole
pond. It has <1% cover of aquatics, mostly
Sparganium. I scanned this slough but didn’t
find anything.
I examined an 18-inch high cut bank with
alternating layers that record the boom&bust
beaver cycle. During dewatering periods, layers
of organics are deposited, eventually bound
by plant roots. These mats are later blanketed
by inorganic sand layers, when dams are
reconstructed and pond replaces meadow.
Amazingly low density of bird and mammal
tracks on this perfect track-making surface.
Occasional solitary goose.
008 Breach in the dam, just below Koren’s
wetland point. Very narrow and well-defined,
as if punched through with a backhoe (compare
similar photo 032 on west side, 0714 notes).
009 Spruce on the flood-plain just down

008

055
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009

011

013

016

valley are maybe 100 years old and up to 30 inches dbh. Mostly PISI
but some TSME. This is not closed forest for the most part, but a
woodland with RUSP OPHO ALCR, grasses and willowherbs.
011 Species not seen yet on the Soule surveys: a false morel,
probably Gyromitra; and Oxyria digyna, probably washed down
from the alpine tundra . . .
013 and a lush stand of the bullrush Scirpus microcarpus on a
patch of richer soil next to the stream.
016 Heading downvalley we drifted a bit too far toward the
river. This took us into an early-seral woodland dominated by widely
spaced mountain hemlocks (TSME). The dense shrub stratum– d5 to
d7 bushwacking–has SASI, RUSP SARA, and exceptional amounts
of STRO. This stand does not appear to have been disturbed by
beaver or avalanche, but initiated after the last major flood on this
slightly higher surface. In most alluvial valleys, Sitka spruce is the
most successful conifer on these sites.
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020
We wondered what gave TSME the edge here. Perhaps its exceptional
tolerance of snow burial as a sapling is part of the answer. Like ALCR,
TSME has flexible stems, more resistant to snapping than those of
other conifers. Many of the hemlocks on this flat have trunk deformities
indicating snow damage. That of course reduces their commercial value,
should this area be logged prior to hydro development.
Another factor leading to TSME-dominance is seed source; mountain
hemlocks are probably the commonest conifer on the steep, granitic valley
walls. Seeds of this species simply swamp those of spruce and western
hemlock.
Another successional question presented by this community, and by
the taller but equally open PISI/POTR woodland types; why haven’t they
yet proceded to closed-canopy forest? How old are these communities?
Although we can find no old growth on the flood-plain floor of the North
Fork valley, my impression is that at least one to two centuries have
passed since the last stand-replacing disturbances–presumably Little-IceAge related–that “reset” these bottomland communities. That’s plenty
enough time for closed forest development following other kinds of
disturbance widespread throughout Southeast Alaska: wind, logging,
avalanche, disease, and–yes–flooding.
From study of air photos alone, it’s fairly easy to see where beaver (in
lowest swales) and perennial avalanche (on run-out surfaces) prevent the
attainment of closed canopy conifer forest. Elsewhere, however, groundtruthing is required to understand the successional dynamic. For “beaverfree” surfaces, as well as those removed from avalanche influence, here’s
my list of the 3 best explanations for failure of conifers to close canopy:
1) Although stand-replacing floods no longer sweep the North Fork
bottoms, 50-year, or 100-year events do impact much of it, killing some
conifers and preventing complete colonization.
2) Winter snows are so deep that when conifer saplings do get
established, most are annually wedged over by neighboring alders and
other woody shrubs. The inflexible conifer saplings can’t attain the
“refuge-size” necessary to procede with upright growth.
3) Dense shrub thickets compete for light and nutrients. These sites
have been “captured” by ALCR/SASI/RUSP/OPHO, etc. Most of the soil
is too shady for conifer germination.
020 Beaver dropped a 12-inch TSME into the water recently, allowing
 Willows too have deformed tops. One of the only tall, clean-topped SASI has grown up
under the protection of an even taller TSME.

023
022

me to count rings–about 80.
Adding estimated years to stump
height, it was roughly one century
old.
022 Small black bear print,
4.5 inches across forefoot. This is
the first bear print we’ve seen, in
spite of the fact that we’ve spent a
good deal of the last 2.5 field days
on excellent tracking surfaces.
023 Irony elongated
blackwater pond, a “yazoo”
feature, hugging the base of the
eastern valley wall. Sparganium
grows in this pond, and there’s
more than usual amount of goose
turds. Maybe the black bear was
hoping to catch a flightless goose.
No fish here to attract it.
025 Continuing south, we got
to the active part of the Beaver
Creek pond complex. This
panorama shows clear water right
up into the marginal sedges, and
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Yazoo channels
I refer to yazoo streams or ponds several times in this Soule field report.
This is a term commonly applied by fluvial geomorphologists, deriving
from the type example of the Yazoo River, a tributary to the Mississippi.
Although it may at first seem counterintuitive, and usually isn’t
visually apparent, flood plains are slightly higher in the center than
along the valley walls. That’s because, as the primary channel migrates
across its flood plain over the course of centuries and millennia, it
spends more time in the middle than at the edges, and ultimately
deposits a greater depth alluvium there. This forces tributaries and
sometimes even overflow channels outward against the valley walls. In
Juneau’s Mendenhall Valley, Jordan Creek is a yazoo stream, hugging the
base of Thunder Mountain.
Another fluvial feature that helps to account for yazoo tendencies
is natural channel-margin levees on the mainstem. These form during
over-bank floods, as the suddenly-slowed current drops its load. Levees
can force a tributary downvalley for considerable distances before it’s
able to merge with the mainstem.
In my block diagram, the yazoo channel on the left is forced directly
against the bedrock of the
valley wall. This is common
in the Soule North Fork
valley. On the right, I’ve
shown an alluvial fan, which
pushes the marginal yazoo
channel slightly outward
from the bedrock wall. Such
fans are also common on
the Soule.

fresh deposits of medium-grained sand on the bottom. Because there
is more water here, it offers a safer refuge for molting geese, and sign
increased commensurately.
We skirted a westward appendix of the beaver pond. The poorly
defined shoreline of this finger is a hotspot of goose foraging activity;
lots of droppings, and most of the small Carex has been clipped. This
is not the safest place for them to hang out, however, as the water is
shallow, and a chasing bear or wolf could run down a flightless goose
here.
029 At a little point by the embayment there are lots of flight
feathers dropped by molting geese, indicating a loafing spot. From this
point a flightless goose can swim more quickly out to safety than from
the appendix to the west.

025

029
Stubbled Vaccinium along the
banks was almost certainly browsed
by beaver, not deer. Beaver prefer
willow and cottonwood, but will use
blueberry when their first choices are
in low supply.
031 I walked out 30 yards onto
the very straight dam, covered with
ALCR . It shows on the left of
ground photo 031, and in center
right on the oblique photo 046 that
I later took as we circled in the
helicopter. Upon inspection I found
this dam cored by rounded 2-foot
boulders, obviously not beaver This nearly linear feature shows well in fig
157 from the Rusanowski/Krzysik 2008 report.
Note in that oblique aerial that there are also
paralleling lines of conifers (some flood-killed)
both up- and down-valley from the one I
walked.
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placed. Even prior to our
trip to the Soule, examining
the satellite imagery back in
Juneau, I’d been curious about
this feature. The boulders
seem too large to be an
alluvial landform; could this
ridge–and its up and downvalley neighbors–possibly be
recessional moraines?
If they are morainal, it
seems they’d have to be a
Little Ice Age feature; earlier
moraines would have been
buried under subsequent
alluvium. But a LIA moraine
in this location is unlikely for
several reasons:
1) It’s 2.3 miles
downvalley from the lake
outlet, and an advance of such
magnitude would have left
more diagnostic evidence than
we’ve been able to locate in
the North Fork valley
2) Although I didn’t climb
up into the valley-wall forests,
old-growth stands appear to
come right down to the valley
floor. This is inconsistent
with a LIA advance to Beaver
Creek
3) The NW-SE alignment
of the boulder ridges is
also inconsistent with LIA
recessionals, which should be
swinging back to the eastern
valley wall at this location,
thus aligned NE-SW.
4) As indicated by my
dashed lines on the inset
aerial, the ridges are slightly
bowed up-valley. Recessional
moraines would be bowed
down-valley.
Lots of pale chalky
colored goose turds visible
on the bottom through the
 I wrote to Jim Baichtal, USFS
Forest Geologist about these and
other Soule landforms. His response
is in the Paleo-shorelines sidebar, and
in correspondence at the end of the
journal.

031

046
clear water. Clipped sedges on the dam.
Molting geese spend a lot of time here,
as shown by the abundant shed flight
feathers. We still haven’t seen large
patches of LYAM in most places their
preferred food during breeding/molting.
035 Tiny white mushrooms are
growing underwater on decaying
wood, swaying happily in the current
passing briskly over the crest of the
dam. Although they probably became
established during lower water, they seem
unconcerned by submergence. I’ve never
seen aquatic mushrooms before.
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Glacial episodes
To understand the geologic layout of the Soule watershed, it helps to
have a mental outline of glacial waxings and wanings.
The Pliestocene epoch is a roughly 2.5-million year long period
of relatively colder climate, during which Southeast Alaska was
repeatedly buried under massive icefields. The last of these advances
is called the Wisconsin Glaciation. It culminated about 20,000 years
BP (before present) and was coming to an end around 13,000 BP.
We are actually still in the Pliestocene, (perhaps its next sweeping
advance will be called the Floridian?!) but from the perspective of
our brief human residence in North America, it has been customary
to consider it “concluded” by around 10,000 BP. That conclusion was
somewhat hesitant, interrupted by a glacial readvance known in
some places as the Younger Dryas.
For several thousand years following deglaciation, most of SE AK
remained depressed by the former great weight of ice. Even though
world sea levels were lower by about 300 feet at the end of the
Wisconsin, the land in our area was pressed down much lower, and
relative sea levels were hundreds of feet higher than today. More on
this in the Paleo-shorelines sidebar, and in the 0719 discussion of the
mainstem alluvial terrace system.
The “end” of the Pliestocene–and its “last” expression, the
Wisconsin–was followed by a warmer epoch optimistically named
the Holocene. Within the Holocene, glaciologists also point to an
especially warm, dry interval called the Hypsithermal, around 8,000
to 5,000 BP. After that, climate again grew cooler and wetter, a
period known as the Neoglacial. In places such as the Fairweather
Mountains, the Neoglacial was comprised of several waves of
glaciation, but in most
watersheds only the
last and most decisive
of those waves is
documented; the
Little Ice Age “a global
interval of alpine
glaciation lasting from
ca. 1200 to 1900 AD.”
(Mann & Hamilton,
1995)

Paleo-shorelines?
I wrote to Tongass Forest Geologist Jim Baichtal with questions about
landforms and glacial history in the Soule. More from our discussion
follows in the 0719 field notes, in regard to the alluvial terrace on the
mainstem. But here are Jim’s comments pertaining to the “beaverdam ridges” in the North Fork valley:
“Blue clays holding marine shells occur along Bear Lake [inland
from Stewart, BC] at an elevation of 340 feet, and similar clays
without shells and interbanded with sands occur a mile farther up
the valley up to an elevation of 485 feet. If the 485 marine elevation
projection is right, then the whole [Soule] valley would have been a
bay. [That includes the lower North Fork; see preceding topo map.]
Could your alignment of boulders be something like polygonal
mound topography where rock alignments in the fracture at the
margins can accumulate...or how about erratic lines from paleo
shore lines either from freshwater or marine? My bet is on the
latter...”
The beaver-dam ridges do have the right alignment and curvature
for erratic lines tracing paleo-shorelines. Similar boulder lines can
be found down on the modern delta. My only difficulty with this
interpretation is explaining why ancient North Fork marine features
haven’t been buried under ~10,000 years of alluvium.

035

036

038

The dam is covered with ALCR
about 12-feet tall in a band 30 feet wide.
Many small willows are also present but
thoroughly browsed down. Beaver are
clearly selecting for alder and against
willow, here and throughout their pond
margins.
036 Small-flowered paintbrush,
Castilleja parviflora. I see this primarily
in subalpine meadows, but its not
surprising to find it here on the early-seral
North Fork bottoms, alongside many
other species typical of higher elevations.
(PS from end of trip: the Soule appears to
have all 3 of the common SE AK species,
with C. unalaschcensis and C. miniata up
by the glacier.)
038 Probably the commonest Pyrola
on the Soule is one I rarely see around
Juneau: P. minor. Koren finally found
one in flower. According to Pojar &
MacKinnon, 1999, this species is found
“mostly on the eastern or inland margin”
of our coastal region.
040 View westward from our pickup
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site toward the bald granitic
4200-foot mountain separating
West and North Forks. Note that
the rusty-colored spruce tree is
also visible in the aerial oblique
045. A high, well-maintained
dam, visible in that oblique,
keeps the water level right up in
the foreground sedges. At some
time in the past, however, water
was even higher, as indicated
by the class III snags and earlyseral meadow with scattered
alders.
045 Pick-up was in the
center of this aerial view. I
shot this as Brandon circled
the Beaver Creek wetlands,
before running us down to the
delta. Large foreground trees
are growing at the base of a
colluvial fan on the east valley
wall.
Brandon flew us out to the delta
so Koren could map the sow
thistle invasion. I took another
look at the context of the
tadpole pond.
072 Small ponds below
level of the tad pond have
tiny juvenile sticklebacks
and occasionally large adults.
Bottoms of these ponds have
mats of decaying vegetation,
good cover for the fish
I recorded plant species
on an upslope transect (white
arrow on following aerial),
from the outermost vasculars up
to extreme high water.
073 Below the vascular
salt marsh is a thick mat of
Fucus on boulders. Sedge-grass
turf (CALY DECA) comes to
an abrupt edge above these
boulders where wave erosion is
cutting back the rhizome-bound
finer sediments, forming a miniescarpment. Small amounts
 Paul later captured some and
identified them as 3-spine sticklebacks

040

045
of Fucus grow beneath the outermost
sedges but quickly fade away, leaving
a band of pure grass-sedge that grows
so thickly as to exclude competitors of
lower stature.
Climbing about 2 feet elevationally
from the escarpment, you encounter the
first silverweed (POAN). This is where
the stickleback ponds are concentrated.
Slightly higher, almost to the level
of the tadpole pond, is the first Stellaria
humifusa and Triglochin maritima.
These species are highly tolerant

072
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071

073
halophytes, common in salt marshes throughout
Southeast.
At the tad-pond level are Conioselinum chinense,
Ligusticum scoticum and Castilleya unalaschcensis.
Unlike the species so far mentioned that can be
considered halophytes, these are only mildly tolerant
of salinity. Clearly, high tides do cover this site, as
evidenced by Fucus deposits in the tad pond, but the
freshwater lens from the Soule River probably dilutes
seawater such that salinity here is minimal.
Plantago maritima and macrocarpa are common
near the tad pond. Also, the first ryegrasses (ELAR)
and foxtail barley (Hordeum spp), generally good
indicators of the uppermost extremity of the tidal

zone. Climbing a foot or two higher you pass into
thick, chest-high supratidal meadows dominated by
umbel species like cow parsnip (Heracleum lanatum).

20090717 RC office day
The ceiling was too low for Brandon to fly this
morning. Eventually, Paul, Tony and Koren headed
over to the delta in the skiff for a short field session. I
took the opportunity to catch up on photo-processing
and track-linking. I also spent some time upgrading
my geologic map based upon new field observations
and the Baichtal & Streveler 2000 booklet on Misty
Fiords.
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003
20090718 Mainstem,
W side
003 Waiting for our airlift, Koren and I
botanized along the margins of the Hyder
ballfield. She pointed out the invasive bird
vetch, Vicea cracca. This has smaller leaves
than the outer-coastal native, V. gigantea.
005 Oblique photo as we were setting down in a
long, narrow slot-wetland below some cliffs. Brandon
prefers landing here to the confluence-overlook knob that
we were heading to.
006 From our first dropoff in an Eriophorum fen, we
worked northward along a cliff with 10- to 20-foot granitic
boulders at the base. A string of peatland ponds in these wetlands
have deep clear water, rimmed with METR and some POPA. I scanned
for amphibs but they seemed slightly too acidic.
 On our return to this site, 0720 the soft peat was already laced with rutted, informal trails
from all of the recent human traffic to and from the dam site. Perhaps a hardened trail should be
developed here to contain damage to these wetlands.

006
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010

005

012

We then climbed up to the proposed dam site
and river-view overlook. On the convex terrain
the Vaccinium and Cladothamnus is atypically
low, less than waist hieght. Also a lot of native
Sorbus here. I can’t explain why the travel is so
easy in these open areas; only d3 bushwacking.
This community is a woodland, not closed forest.
Widely spaced TSME, <10% cover. Normally
with such dispersed tree cover I expect thick,
head-high brush and ~d6+ bushwacking. I
can only speculate that the soils are too thin
over bedrock on the convexities for dense
shrub growth. On a few steeper pitches we did
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009
encounter slower travelling–hand-over-handing it up through the
Vaccinium.
009 View southeast, down-river in V-notched canyon.
010 On the opposite bank from the overlook is a remarkable
rock face, as flat as the face of Half Dome. Iron stains streak
the wall below an oval opening more suggestive of karst than
granite.This face would probably be covered over by dam
construction.
012 View north to the confluence of North and West Forks.
015 Overlook point is open and easy walking. Lots of
bracken, Sorbus, scattered Vaccinium, but not much MEFE for
some reason. Low plants: COCA, lowbush blueberries (VAUL,

016

015
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017
VACA), EMNI. Geocaulon lividum is very common here. The dominant
moss–as on the younger surfaces at the lake outlet (0714 notes) is largely
Pleurozium schreberi. I’m not used to seeing such large quanties of this moss,
on such a broad spectrum of microhabitats.
016 Trail-builder sign in Sphagnum and Coptis trifoliata, the bog species of
goldthread.
After checking out the overlook knob, our goal was to descend to river
level, to look at a pair of elongated ponds. Paul had described a brushed route,
sidehilling down the cliff face. We soon picked up the survey flagging.
017 Traversing down the brushed trail, we encountered a remarkable,
level terrace. Nick and Jackie have taken advantage of this bench in their trail
construction, here and also on the east side of the mainstem (see discussion of
 I asked Koren if she could contrast microhabitat preferences for these 2 lowbush species.
In general, she says, V. uliginosum has a broader tolerance, and is found even on very wet
microsites, although it’s often stunted there. V. caespitosum is more of a bog-edge species,
restricted to the drier hummocks.

geomorphic origins, 0719).
The understory in much
of this old growth is quite
depauperate due to nearly
complete canopy closure.
Hemlocks average 18 inches,
with a few up to 40 inches
dbh.
023 We bushwacked
through d7 ALCR down
to upriver beaver pond.
Near the top of this pond,
we discovered a new toad
breeding site. Between
50 and 100 tadpoles were
swimming in very shallow
water, generally <1dm, on
a bouldery point where
2 tributary fingers come
together. I stopped to fill out
an amphibian habitat survey
form while Koren explored
the alders to the northwest,
between the pond and the
 Protocol explained in Carstensen
et al, 2003.

023

Site A

024
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river. This first larval swarm is at Site A on the sketch
map.
027 Just below the active dam is another pond
(Site B) with sedgey borders and complex fingers, a
bit of Sparganium, and a few scattered willows. This
pond is also partially controlled by a dam but it’s not

maintained, and water was about 18 inches below the
dam crest. There were more than 200 toad larvae in
this “stepdown” pond, and they were twice the size of
those in the larger one, probably averaging 35 mm.
Water temperature has a strong influence on rate
of larval development. Koren speculated that the

Site B

027
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026

031
upper pond is fed by relatively cooler ground water, and that its
large surface area allows warming before it trickles into the stepdown pond with its much larger tadpoles. It seems unlikely that
these 2 tadpole swarms, separated by 85 meters, are from the same
breeding congregation. The tad swarms we monitored from egg to
metamorphosis near Juneau between 2002 and 2004 rarely moved
more than a few meters from where they were born.
Of course, an alternative explanation is that tads in the upper
pond swarm were born later. But I suspect breeding in this pond

035

complex is fairly synchronized.
026 Right on the margins of the
tadpole pond we caught and swabbed a
large female toad, 80mm SVL (snoutvent-length). Habitat was sedge wetland
encompassed by dense ALCR thicket.
031 Continued down to the second
pond, twice as long as the toad pond.
On the margins we found yellow
monkeyflower (Mimulus guttatus),
which makes 2 species in this genus on
the Soule (M. lewisii seen 0714 in upper
North Fork). Beavers have clipped
alder stems and left them floating in
the water, where they tend especially
to float up against the dam on the
downstream end of the pond
On the right of photo 031, you can
make out submerged plants resembling
eelgrass on the bottom. This is early
growth of Sparganium angustifolium. It
forms considerably more cover–about
50%–on this pond than in the upriver
tad pond; it will be late summer before
the leaves begin to float on the surface
and it becomes more recognisable as
bur-reed.
Up into the forest just off the active
flood plain, there are short, 50-60 foot
hemlocks, averaging about ~12 inches
dbh, Moss cover here is the typical
 This is my standard position for toad
photography: dorsal view, facing right. I
encourage future field workers in the Soule to
adopt this convention. The pattern of bumps
on a toad’s back are like human fingerprints–
unconfusable with any other individual, and
retained for life. By repeat photography at Juneau
breeding ponds, I’ve demonstrated that this
species lives at least 9 years.
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036
Southeast old growth dominants HYSP/RHLO, which
we haven’t been seeing a lot of until now.
035 South from our lunch spot, found large
subalpine firs (Abies lasiocarpa, ABLA), up to 30
inches dbh. Maybe 80 feet tall, not quite as high as the
spruces. I don’t think I’ve ever seen this species as a
majestic forest tree. Trunks are distinctly different in
appearance from either spruce, or from the pale grey
younger firs.
036 We scrambled down an embankment and out
onto a river bar with basket-ball-sized boulders. There
was just enough space for Brandon to land but I didn’t
know if he’d like setting his skids down on the uneven
surface. We decided not to call him in here, but
instead climbed 0.4 miles back up onto the 500-foot
bench, to rendezvous where Brandon had dropped
us off by an X-target on 0715. (Flying downriver, I
pointed to the boulder bar and he said it would have
worked fine.)
037 Up off the ABLA terrace we found an active
alluvial fan with fresh gravel on top of the mosses.
Surprisingly on such a dynamic site, the dominant
trees were hemlocks. Because of repeated burial in fan
sediments, their trunks had no root flare.
038 Koren showed me the pipecleaner moss,
Rhytidiopsis robusta. I’ve seen this in the subalpine,
but not as a sea-level old-growth species. Pojar &
MacKinnon 1999 say: “characteristic of subalpine
forests where it can form large, pure mats on the
forest floor; sporadic and becoming rare at lower
elevations, where it sometimes occurs in bogs.”
Perhaps this moss is adapted to deep, persistent snow.
In that regard, the Soule bottomlands bear strong
resemblance to SE AK subalpine habitats.
 Also conceivable at this latitude is Pacific silver fir, Abies amabilis.
The Tongass even established an ABAM Research Natural Area
in Marten Arm, Misty Fiords. However, examination of detailed
Canadian range maps (Farrar, 1995) shows that the boreal ABLA is
ubiquitous in the BC/YK interior, while cold-sensitive ABAM barely
struggles up to Misty along the coast. We checked needles several
times, and found only ABLA. ABAM is unlikely in a snow-hole like
the Soule.

037

038

040
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043
040 Toward the top of our climb we sidehilled
through some pretty dense understory where the forest
becomes gappy. This pano shows a d7 salmonberry
thicket with blowdown logs.
Back in the helicopter, we hopped down-valley to
some wetlands Paul had pointed out to us, right on the
edge of the old-growth at the base of a large avalanche
fan.
043 This northeast-facing oblique aerial shows
both of the wetlands we surveyed: Wet-boot Fen on
the left, and Two-toad Fen on the right. Although it
cannot be seen from this angle, the Soule River runs
left to right through the canyon just beyond the fens;
the greyish-green spruces in the background are on the
far side of the river.

047

047 Tip-toeing through the deeply submerged
sedges in an attempt to circumnavigate the octopusshaped beaver pond, I topped my right boot for the
first time in the Soule, and spent some time wringing
out socks and pants. Not a bad record, though,
considering how many wetlands we’ve traversed
(PS, I don’t remember Koren ever topping her boots
once on the Soule –a true professional delineator!) I
christened this treacherous mire the Wet-boot Fen.
The forest down-hill from Wet-boot Pond was
tedious traveling, ~d7. Very hilly terrain with thick
brush. Separately, Koren and I worked cross-slope
through the forest into a second wetland opening of
very different character. Instead of emergent sedges
on the broad shoaling margins of a cross-slope beaver
pond, there was more solid footing on the peat
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049
between numerous, smaller buck-bean ponds.
049 Caught and swabbed a second toad, colorful
so probably female, 75mm SVL. Swam out into a
deep pond and dove, but popped back up and we got
her. This pond was one of about 20 clearwater ponds
with METR margin in poor fen with Sphagnum but
lots of vascular forage species too.
053 Down slope, a second, slightly smaller toad
hopped into a shallower METR pond, and was easier
to catch. This was definitely male, 68mm SVL, with
a nuptual pad on the “thumb.” Like the first male
toad we caught on 0714, he gave a release call as we
swabbed him. I don’t believe females give this call.
056 Example of the shallow buckbean ponds in
this wetland. We named it the Two-toad Fen, and
optimistically scanned most of the small buckbean
ponds for larvae. Never found any, but this fen would
be a pretty likely prospect for future tadpole searches.
060 Climbing down from the Two-toad bench,
we forded a rushing V-notched stream. Open-grown
spruce on colluvium here are the largest we’ve seen
in the Soule, up to 6 feet dbh. Bushwacking under
these very large trees was much easier than I had
encountered just below Wet-boot Pond.
061 Our reason for descending to the active flood
plain was to checked out a small beaver complex
showing on my arcpad project. The dam has been

061

053

056

060
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065

044

063
completely logged down, and is easy to walk; no teetering under leaning
alder branches as is typical of Soule dams. Sedges and LYAM on the dam are
clipped low. The pond was open and easy to scan but didn’t look like a hot
prospect for amphibians. No aquatic vegetation.
044 Snow has only recently melted off of these ponds, situated at the base

070
of a steep north-facing slope,
in the cool river bottom.
Note the yellow flecks at the
bottom of this oblique aerial;
these are just-sprouting skunk
cabbages, better seen in . . .
063 . . .this ground view.
065 On the margins of the
avalanche deposit LYAM is at
an even earlier stage.
070 The best place we
could find for Brandon to
land was at the top of this
steep snow patch. Near the
top, it leveled out enough for
a landing. Starting up the fan
from the little series of tiny
wetlands, it felt like we’d
been transported back to late
April or early May.
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RC-re-rectified 2004 imagery
for the mainstem eastside survey. Red dots are
RC photopoints. Yellow line
is Koren’s track. Contour
intervals 100 feet, generated
from DEM. Zapus Creek has
not been completely walked;
position is approximate.

20090719 Mainstem, E side
Today, Brandon dropped us in a large, diverse fen/
meadow complex with several beaver ponds. On
several previous overflights, this opening had caught
my attention for its color, much brighter green than
the other, more acidic wetlands sprinkled among the
forests east of the mainstem. It looked to me like
one of the richest wildlife habitats in the generally
depauperate Soule watershed.
094 View south as we circled the meadows after
our field visit. There are 3 principle ponds in this
complex: the “fingery” one in the distance, most
enclosed by tall forest; the central one downstream
from the alder fan, and the circular one in the
foreground, where Brandon placed us. The few really
wet sites show as paler tan; the greener vegetation
is better-drained tall meadow. These surfaces seem
to have been temporarily captured by herbaceous
vegetation, delaying forest colonization.
012 My aerial impression of high wildlife value
was confirmed on landing. More bear-trampling and
grazing activity in the meadows than we’ve seen to
date. For reasons explained below, we named this
Zapus Meadows. Even from the chopper, Koren
spotted . . .
013 . . .a conspicuous beaver den on an

094
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This panorama of Zapus Meadows is a 2-page spread. You
can view the whole thing by switching to facing-pages mode
in Acrobat.

012

013

embankment above one of the ponds. A mud slide runs 4 feet down
into the water, and willow sticks had been drug into the entry.
Koren began a wetlands point while I started to cruise the pond
perimeter for amphibs. Leaping across a slough onto what looked
like firm mud, I discovered it was actually crotch-deep, very loose
peat. If I’d gone in 6 inches farther, I’d have fried the PDA in my
belt pouch. Yesterday, Paul had come in soaked to the chest from
a spill in the river that happened at day’s end. In contrast to Paul’s
more sensible timing, I took my plunge within 15 minutes of
stepping out of the helicopter. I had to laugh at how proud I’d been
this morning of my toasty boots, carefully warmed overnight on
Ron’s boot-driers after my Wet-boot Pond dunking.
Wakes you up, though.
After I’d wrung out my socks and pants, we skirted the eastern,
upslope edge of the northern, circular pond. As in all of the Soule
beaver workings we’ve visited, there is no stick-lodge on this pond,
but instead this prominent den in the steep bank.
Just past the beaver den, I flushed the first of 3 western jumping
mice that we encountered in Zapus Meadows. It bounded twice,
much like a wood frog but even more agile, and paused long enough
for me to see a side view before leaping off again. Its flanks were
more strongly yellowish than those of Peromyscus.
Earlier I showed SE AK and North American range maps for
the 2 Southeast Zapus species: hudsonicus and princeps. Note that
although only ZAPR has been collected on the mainland of southern
SE AK, ZAHU and ZAPR overlap throughout BC, inboard of the
Alaskan panhandle. So both species are theoretically possible in the
Soule. More on this ID question below.
016 Picture of Koren with the yellow arnicas is where we
spooked the second jumping mouse. The site is a set of little raised
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012
distributaries, better-drained alluvial fingers fanning out into
the wet meadows. Another tall herb here is valerian, many
topped by bears. Valeriana sitchensis is a sedative. Koren
says maybe they eat it to go to sleep.
018 On the inlet stream to the central pond, clear water
runs over pale granite cobbles. Here I saw 2 fish about 2
to 3 inches long. Each of them dashed into cover beneath
overhangs, and I didn’t get a good look. Given what we
know from Paul’s work on fish access to the Soule, the only
possibilities here are sticklebacks and dolly varden. I think
these fish were too agile for sticklebacks. If they are dollies,
it will require an additional trapping effort to document yet
another isolated (or partially isolated?) metapopulation in

016

018
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Kim Hastings fish studies
Kim Hastings, formerly of USFWS, recently completed
a PhD study on populations of SE AK cutthroat trout
(CCT) and dolly varden (DV) that have been isolated
above barrier falls throughout most of the Holocene.
These are the only 2 salmonids in Southeast known
to persist in streams throughout the millennia since
lowered sea levels cut off their populations from marine
access. (Other species have survived in lakes above
barrier falls.)
The smallest of Kim’s isolated populations are about
600 fish. The table below indicates that a 1.26 km
length of stream has a 50% probability of supporting
dolly varden over time spans of millennia, as in the
unplanned Holocene experiment. 50% is of course not
a very defensible conservation standard. For a 90%
probability, “about 5.5 km of stream are required for
a high likelihood of long-term population persistence.”
(Hastings, ND)

Measured from Soule River up through Zapus
Meadows to the 600-foot contour, the “Zapus
Creek” dolly stream is about 1.0 km in length. It’s
therefore just below the 50% threshold for long-term
persistance. Serial “reinforcements” from the No Name
population have probably been necessary to maintain
this population. But it would be interesting to compare
genetic diversity in these populations.
Kim’s heterozygosity graphic below shows 8 streams
for which she could compare genetic diversity in
populations above and below a barrier falls. Open
bars are the below-barrier populations that had
access to salt water and may have been mingling with
anadromous fish; dark bars are the above-barrier
populations. In every comparison, the above-barrier
population was less genetically diverse.
For an on-line presentation of Kim’s findings, visit
www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pep/

020

023
the Soule.
020 Walking the most active beaver dam, several
times I saw what I took to be the rippled aftermath of
small fish breaking the surface. This seems more like
coho than dolly behavior, but perhaps in the absence
of coho competition, dollies do more surface feeding.
Never got a clear look.
020 Picture of jumping mouse. It paused for
the photo, then leaped into Zapus Creek almost like
a frog, skittered over the surface and dashed up the
far bank. My photo doesn’t show the yellowish tints
on the side, but it’s apparent that the dorsal pelage is
“grizzled,” a feature that helps to separage Z. princeps
from Z. hudsonsicus (Wilson & Ruff, 1999). This,
plus my earlier view of side coloration, makes me
pretty comfortable with a ZAPR identification–the
western jumping mouse.
010 I’ve inserted another aerial oblique for
context. This one was taken looking north over Zapus
Meadows, just before landed, at the far end.
025 Zapus Creek is moderate gradient where it
 Paul and Tony later flew in with fish traps and caught a bunch
of dollies. Currently, we’re thinking that these DVs probably benefit
from repeated colonizations of “Zapus Creek” from the documented
long-term population at No Name Lake. Access from the sea is
currently blocked, but Paul thinks that DVs washed down from No
Name could probably make it up this tributary stream. The Hastings
sidebar sheds some light on whether Zapus Creek contains enough
habitat for DVs to have persisted throughout the 9000 years or so
since higher sea levels first permitted colonization.
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025
leaves the southernmost “fingery” pond and angles
south to its confluence with S River. (PS: We later
encountered several terrace faces that could in
theory produce barrier falls, but in at least one case
(photo 043), the creek has mined through the face,
maintaining a navigable gradient.)
026 Our next destination was some riverside
ponds. The forest in this stretch is delightful to walk
through–bushwacking only d3. Spruces to 4 foot+
diameter. This is one of the only commercially
valuable stands in the watershed, although many of
the spruces have frost cracks and spiralled grain that
reduces their utility. Hemlock regeneration to 20 feet,

026
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032

027
occasional ALCR in gaps. Vaccinium, STRO, COCA.
After 30 to 50 yards we dropped off the upper
terrace with big spruces onto a lower level with
even-aged hemlocks. Jackstrawed down logs in one
area suggest a blowdown about 20-30 years ago.
Understory is denser because of the self thinning: d5
to d6 travelling. Orange flags indicate that Paul has
been through here.

027 Brushed trail about 6 feet wide. Nick and
Jackie must have enjoyed this stretch! At first I
didn’t recognise the significance of these multileveled terraces, that turned out to be extensive on
the northeast side of Soule mainstem. More thoughts
follow concerning this series of terraces.
028 After swinging west through a forest with
many truck-sized boulders, we came out in Wily Newt
Fen. In the foreground of this panorama, geese have
scalloped the edges of skunk cabbage. This can be
distinguished from beaver feeding on LYAM because
beaver apparently prefer to eat only the stem bases,
leaving the large leaves floating like pond lilies (032).
029 Sheen is very thick on this sloping fen.
032 Cruising the newt pond, I had an experience
somewhat like the “fish” plop back up in the Zapus
Meadows beaver pond. Something too large to be
an invertebrate splashed the water ahead of me. This
happened near one of the floating LYAM leaves, and I
wondered if a wood frog had been sitting on it.

029

028
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034
While Koren delineated, I scanned the ponds for
amphibians. Didn’t look like good tadpole habitat,
but I found half a dozen rough-skinned newts.
Unlike the newts in the shallow buckbean ponds in
the fen north of the confluence (0715), these had
deep escape habitat, and were more wary. I could
have caught them with a dip net, but with only my
hand it was more challenging. Each newt let me get
within a foot or so before diving. I eventually had
to leave Wily Newt Fen, successively outwitted by
6 TAGR in a row. Humiliating! Should have just
tried to photograph them, as there is probably no
cause to swab this hardy species for chytrid testing.
034 Bushwacking downriver on terrace with
giant boulders. Not an old forest, shallow soils.
Little Ice Age feel, but almost certainly this was not
glaciated at that time. Leads me to wonder about a
possible outburst flood.
035 Most boulders are rounded, but we also
found this house-sized, angular erratic.
038 The “trees that stopped the boulder” says
Koren

038

035
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039
This 180o panorama of of the terrace face is a 2-page spread. You
can view the whole thing by switching to facing-pages mode in
Acrobat. The panorama creates the illusion that the escarpment
turns, but the edge is actually quite straight. The terrace declines
smoothly several feet in elevation from the left (upvalley) side to the
right. Rounded granitic boulders range in size up to 2 feet.

043

040

039 4-shot pano of the crest of an alluvial terrace.
From our perspective we could see that it gently and
smoothly grades down valley. Pale granitic boulders
up to 2 foot diameter in a matrix of sorted coarse sand.
At first we wondered if there had been a morainal
barrier of some kind, that this terrace graded to. But,
more logically, its elevation is keyed to a higher, early
holocene sea level.
040 View down valley showing 2 terrace levels.
On the left is a higher terrace with mossed-over
boulders on the slumping face. On the right is a much
higher escarpment that drops down about 100 feet to
river level.
We took our lunch break on this terrace, sitting by
a red squirrel cache that also had holes about quarterdiameter, made by something smaller. Possibly
jumping mouse, although this is unlike the habitat
where we found it earlier.
043 Crossed where a stream has mined out about
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Analogous modern terrace
near Soule Glacier terminous

40 feet of the terrace. But it resumes
on the other side. The trails crew also
picked up again on the down-valley
side, keeping their trail on this feature
as long as possible.
045 Pano of where a higher terrace
comes in. About 10 feet above the level
of the more continuous one.
046 Freshly tipped up root-pad
shows how shallow the soils are on this
terrace, and exposes the high-energy
alluvium, with boulders rounded by
abrasion in the bed of a major glacial
river. Virtually no fine sediment.
Walking the cleared trail, within
a short distance found 2 old, raindisintegrated, nickle-sized scats on top
of logs. They’re covered with mold and
impossible to conclusively identify, but

Summarizing the alluvial terrace, it seems to begin as remnant
shelves at just under 400 ft elevation, below the dam site, and
drop smoothly to about 300 ft+. In some places it’s more than
100 ft above the river. There are several levels, separated by
faces of 5 to 10 feet. For more discussion of this terrace, see
Baichtal-Streveler correspondence at end of journal.

039

046

045
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052
my best guess is porcupine.
Left the high terrace where the trail is to check out
an alder fen near the river level. We dropped down
a steep escarpment, and before reaching the river
found yet another terrace. So at some point there was
downcutting, perhaps to meet a lowering sea level.
052 Here we’ve climbed back up a little, but this
 Later, checking in with Paul, Tony, Nick and Jackie, we learned
that nobody had seen porcupine sign in the watershed. This seems
very odd. Our B&B host, Ron, who has lived for decades in Hyder,
says porkies used to be more common on Salmon River but have
recently declined (have fisher arrived?!). I’ve never seen a place
on the Tongass where porcupines are present where there was
any difficulty in finding some of their very obvious sign: debarked
hemlocks, spruce nip-twigs, droppings at tree bases, etc. How
could porky be present in the Soule, but at such extremely low
density that it’s basically “invisible?” It doesn’t seem as though the
deep snows should be limiting to this critter, who even overwinters
well at subalpine elevations.

053

terrace is closer to 300 feet, down from nearly 400
feet where we first encountered it (photos 027, 034)
053 Climbed up to a unique, crescent-shaped,
rather steeply sloping fen, briefly considering it for a
heli-pickup site. Ponds here are suitable for newt, but
a little steep-sided for toad breeding.
054 At least 3 of the ponds at the upvalley end of
the sloped fen have newts in them (055). Good escape
habitat; they all got away. Half-meter to meter deep
with NUPO at the center and METR at the edges.
At the base of this cross-slope crescent there is no
obvious bedrock or beaver control; the peat bulge just
comes to an end, as if it were taffy, poured downslope
and coming to an abrupt stop just before a stand of
beautiful large spruces. This is probably the highest-
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055

057
volume acre we’ve seen in the Soule.
057 First and only banana slug I noticed
in the Soule.
058 Where the terrace finally pinches
off against a steep slope, Nick and Jackie’s
brushed route continues sidehilling. We
hooked left here, scrambling up to some bog
openings, indicated on the aerials. Our goal
was to cross what I refer to on the map as
“Bracken Hill.”
060 Topping out of the forest we entered
an interesting woodland. Bracken-dominated
with VAOV, Cladothamnus, MEFE,
occasionally tall, but easy travelling. Lower
plants included COCA, Sphagnum, Kalmia,
Eriophorum in wettest spots. Not peatland;
not deep soils at all; lots of exposed bedrock.
Looking down on this woodland from the
helicopter, I had anticipated very difficult
bushwacking, but was pleasantly surprised.
I would describe this habitat as 90% very
shallow soils over granite, but in a few places
little sloping fens with LYAM in the pit ponds.
Not much for herbivores except deer cabbage
(Fauria crista-galli). Typical bushwacking in
the brushier parts is d3-d4, no down logs to
climb over.
061 Found a newt in a pond-lily pond
at the base of a long, rather steeply sloping,

054

058

060
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061
hidden in the d7). Maybe this d2-to-d7 contrast
is a better overall characterization of this upland
habitat mosaic. Easy travel on the gentle slopes
with either peatland or shallow soils, contrasting
with very slow going on the many intervals of
thick brush on steeper slopes.
Repeated that d2-to-d7 yet again. Came
out in an intermediate situation on shallow
soil, with fairly complete cover of bracken,
but easy to travel through, ~d3. This is a very
low-productive woodland. Conifers almost
exclusively TSME, 30 foot average, maximum
70 foot. Canopy cover only about 15%.
Our objective in this area was to characterize
059
the habitats along the most probable road access
poor-fen opening. The occupied pond is the one farthest
from saltwater up to an as-yet-unspecified
downslope in photo 061. Water quite warm. METR on edges, crossing of the main channel. We had discussed
spongy fringe of floating Sphagnum, NUPO in deeper water. the likeliest route with Paul. Our traverse over
Overall, my impression of this fen was that it was too acidic the ~700-ft hill and down toward the delta was
for amphibians. During our amphibian habitat research,
generally southeastward, counter to the trend
when I measured pond acidity on a downslope transect, I
of the bedrock ridges and swales. That makes
generally found decreasing pH as I moved to lower ponds.
for difficult travel, because the steep sides of
Koren and I wondered how you might end up with the
the ridges are brushy. If you can stick to the
opposite pattern. Perhaps at the base of this fen there’s some shallow-soil ridge crests, the going is quite easy.
kind of upwelling of groundwater that buffers the lowermost Toward the end of our traverse, we were briefly
pond?
able to do this.
Crabapples grow on the margins of these peatlands; until
now, we’ve only seen them down on the delta beach fringe.
 Collectively, my ground photos probably create a
misleading sense of the ease of travel through the Soule
059 Left the d2 fen and went right into a d7 uphill
watershed, for the same reason that kayakers rarely come
back with good shots of the scarier wave conditions. It’s a
scramble through densely packed Vaccinium. this photo,
pain to stop for photography in the middle of a d7 thrash.
although taken a bit earlier, shows the contrast well (Koren’s And perhaps more to the point, photos of dense brush, like
059, are boring.
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068
067 Just before reaching our pickup bog,
we encountered this nearly vertical cliff. Koren
found a ledge that diagonaled safely down. I
could detect no sign of game movement along
this “natural funnel.” In a normal watershed,
such a “no-brainer” corridor would be heavily
tracked by deer and bear. One more proof of the
low wildlife density in this watershed.
068 Brandon had earlier pointed out this
bog as the placed where he’d picked up forester
Dave. We called him in, and got to do a 7minute aerial review of our day’s traverse.
The abundance of its namesake fern on
Bracken Hill, combined with the shallow soils
over granite, made me wonder about a possible
fire history here. I later asked our host Ron
how often they get thunder/lightning storms in
Hyder. He said rarely, as in most of Southeast
Alaska. But even if fire has not touched this hill
in the past millennium, it could still have been
a factor during warmer, drier, pre-Neoglacial
times, with a legacy in today’s thin soils.

Bracken and fire
Unlike the more ubiquitous ferns like Dryopteris,
Athyrium and Gymnocarpium, Bracken fern (Pteridium
aquilinum) is absent from many seemingly suitable
habitats throughout Southeast Alaska. When I find it in
abundance, as in the lower Soule watershed, I wonder
about successional history, and conditions suitable to its
establishment. The following is from the USFS website:
http://www.fs.fed.us/database/feis/plants/fern/pteaqu/
all.html
“Western bracken fern is considered a fire-adapted species
throughout the world. It is not only well adapted to fire, it
promotes fire by producing a highly flammable layer of dried
fronds every fall. In the Pacific Northwest western bracken fern
fronds grow to 6 feet, resulting in several tons of flashy fuel per
acre. Bracken fern adds to the high fuel loads in northern Idaho
brushfields. Repeated fires favor western bracken fern.
Most sources agree that western bracken fern’s primary fire
adaptation is its deeply buried rhizomes which sprout vigorously
following fires before most competing vegetation is established.
Bracken’s windborne spores may disperse over long distances.
Fire removes competition and creates the alkaline soil conditions

067
suitable for its establishment from spores.
Western bracken fern is a survivor. The fronds of plants
are generally killed by fire, but some rhizomes survive. The
rhizomes are sensitive to elevated temperatures. Except in the
spring, sprouting is less vigorous when rhizomes are exposed
to temperatures of 113o F, and they die when exposed to
temperatures above 131o. During fires the rhizome system is
insulated by mineral soil. Depth of the main rhizome system is
normally between 3.5 and 12 inches.
. . . In southeastern Alaska western bracken fern prefers a pH
of 5.0 to 6.0.”

In Europe, bracken fern has long been considered a
signature and indicator of fire:
“There are species–Pteridium (bracken) among them–that
germinate after fire and then propagate by vegetative cloning.
The growth of the clone can be regular, its size a chronometer
of its life history. Not surprisingly, bracken fills fire-rich Finland,
so profuse in swidden and armed struggle. [Bracken flourished]
after WWII, in Finland as in Britain. . . Still other clones coincide
in place and time with invasions by Novgorodians in 1318... Over
the immense lifetime of the clones, fires have been so abundant
that new fires have pruned back or wiped out the bracken that
recorded the old burns.” (Pyne, 1997)
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20090720 West Fork, delta

014

Stopped on the delta east side to fill out a survey form
for the tadpole pond. High tides have filled the pond
with turbid river water, making it impossible to see the
bottom, or to get an accurate count of the number of
larvae (my estimate is from our earlier visit, when tads
were more visible).
The water level in this steep-sided pond is now a
couple decimeters higher, enough that the eventual
metamorphs may be able to climb out on the seaward
side (although the level may well recede again before
that time). Apparently salinity in this added water
was minimal; the tads seem healthy, and in fact have
increased notably in size. They’re at least 30% bigger
than on our last visit, 0716.
014 The reported “deer carcass” is actually a small
bear, not juvenile, dead this year, very thoroughly
scavenged. (PS: When I later mentioned this to Paul, he
remembered that a bear was killed by a hunter on the
delta this spring. That fits with the missing head and
paws.)
Pretty sure I kicked up 2 separate jumping mice in
the sow thistle/ryegrass belt, only about 20 meters from
the pond. Didn’t get good looks, as in Zapus Meadows
yesterday, but the leaping behavior could have been
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For locations of these ground photos, see satellite image of
delta at end of this day’s journal entries.

017

019
nothing else, except possibly wood frog.
017 Walked down to the bare sand by the river mouth. Mostly coarse
sand but some finer silts.
021 Found a mink track, but not a great deal of bird or mammal sign.
Vegetation very limited: mostly Puccinellia nootkatensis and Honkeya
peploides.
Brandon flew us up the West Fork to the Soule Glacier terminus. This
raw, early-seral upper valley is well outside of the project footprint, but
we thought a visit might give us some clues to successional dynamics,
hydrology, landforms, and add to our list of wildlife in the watershed.
text continues on page 64

GPS photolink issues
Shortly after setting down on the Soule Glacier forelands, I discovered that my
Dell Axim PDA, which has performed faithfully for 4 years as an ArcPad platform,
was wigging out. Not only did it freeze during GIS operations; none of the other
programs worked. I couldn’t use it even for voice recordings. I found that the
touch-screen was desensitized; sometimes only by whacking it with the stylus
could I get a response! I tinkered with it for nearly an hour, changing batteries,
trying everything I could think of, but it seemed pretty much kaput. Finally, I
decided this was going to be a low-tech hike.
There was a chilly downvalley breeze off the glacier, and I was cold even with

021
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a wind-breaker hood. I tried to remember if I’d ever used this ArcPad/PDA combo in winter conditions. . . nope! The
primary market for Axims is bushwacking-averse indoor executives. I decided to hope that it would recover when the
temperatures returned to the balmy 50os.
PS from Juneau: It does seem to have recovered, knock on wood. Strapped it to Ron’s boot drier overnight, and
used it successfully on the Hyder-to-Ketchikan flight, 0721. Also ArcPad and other programs seem to be working
normally. I hope it was only the temperature and humidity!
Linking tips from Juneau: When the Axim track failed at the glacier, I gave up on linking my West-Arm ground
photos. As a precaution, on 0721, during our wrap-up flight, I linked instead to Koren’s Etrex track. There are 2
avenues for doing this from a Garmin:
1) During processing in GPS Photolink, you can pull the track directly from the cable-attached Etrex. This is what
I’ve done before, on Bob’s recommendation.
2) You can download the Etrex track as a point file through the DNR Garmin stand-alone program. Normally I
choose line file, but on 0721, I brought it in as points. With this track I successfully linked my aerials from the many
loop-de-loops of the wrap-up flight.
Today, back in Juneau, I had the brainstorm of salvaging the locations of my West Arm ground photos, by
translating Koren’s line-file 0720 track into points. DNR Garmin was able to do that, but when I tried to regeoreference, the process failed. Opening up the attribute table for the newly created 20090720KBpoints.shp, I
discovered that the time was the same for every point! Apparently, you can’t recover times from the shapefile after
the line file has been created and the track deleted from the GPS.
It looked like that was the end of my attempt to spatially reference the West Arm ground photos. But then I
happened to notice that Koren’s 0721 track included our route on the previous day; 0720 had not been deleted before
starting the new track. Using 20090721KB.shp, I was able to link my lovely shots of mountain goat tracks and early
post-glacial vegetation. Redundancy Rules! Results are below.

USFS digital orthoquad, 1996.
Red dots are my photopoints,
numbered if included in the
journal. Yellow line is Koren’s
Etrex track; meandery sections
are on the ground; smooth
sections are in the air. Note
that the northerly portion of
our route appears to have been
on ice; the glacier snout has
melted back considerably since
1996.
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Soule Glacier retreat
Here’s my summary interpretation of post-Little Ice Age glacial
retreat in the Soule watershed. The 2009 terminus position is
from our 0720 overflight; the rest of the “2009” glacier outline is
from low-res (~30m pixel) Google Earth imagery.
The 1996 position is from the USFS orthoquads, shown on the
preceding page. The northwestern end of our flight, and even
some of our walk, was on terrain that was under ice 13 years
ago.
The 1948 position is traced from the 1:63,000 USGS topo
map, which in turn derives from US Navy 1948 aerials.
The ~1750 (peak of Little Ice Age) position is of course most
speculative. Unlike places such as Mendenhall Valley, the Soule
lacks clear terminal, recessional and even lateral moraines. In
the granitic, U-shaped basin, any moraines on the valley floor
have been obscured by subsequent outwash, while valley-wall
features are quickly scrubbed away by landslides. Even trimlines
are hard to interpret on the mostly bare-rock slopes.

But I’m fairly comfortable that there are no
ancient trees within the area I’ve outlined for
1750 ice cover. The exact termini in the W and
N Forks are still a little fuzzy, but the lateral
extent of ice is pretty accurate.
The table below shows a very slow rate of
recession for the first 200 years, which tripled
in the latter half of the 20th Century, and
then doubled again in the last decade. This
recently accelerated wasting is seen in glaciers
throughout the world.

years

recession (m)

1750-1948

198

1800

rate m/yr
9

1948-1996

48

1300

27

1996-2009

13

750

58
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023

027

023 The foreground of this oblique has
probably been ice-free for about a century.
A few ~30-foot spruces are growing, but
for the most part, conifers are suppressed
beneath the thicket Sitka alder. Branches
of these alders lay down each winter under
snow, damaging any conifers that do manage
to get established. A large boulder slide in
center right happened fairly recently judging
from the lack of vegetation, perhaps initiated
on slopes above by glacial erosion when ice
filled this entire scene.
027 The orange color on the river
bars is a moss/lichen community (mostly
Rhacomitrium) that grows on excessively
drained outwash flats with few fine
sediments. Older versions of these have been
popular campsites and heli-landing sites in
the North Fork (e.g. panorama 017, 0715
survey). In 1948, the glacier reached just
beyond the bottom of this oblique photo.
030 Interpolating between known icefront positions, this site was deglaciated in
about 1990. Even after 20 years, alders have
not arrived in force. As in Glacier Bay, dwarf
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030

031

032
fireweed is the most successful vascular plant
031 Hmmm, no wonder my Axim didn’t work;
I’ve been letting mountain goats step on it!
The blocky, relatively blunt-tipped hooves of
Oreamnos distinguish it from black-tailed deer. Paul
and Tony plan to fly surveys for goats if the ceiling
gets high enough; during our stay the weather was not
suitable. Paul hasn’t yet seen goats in the watershed,
nor have I, on many occasions when I glassed the
steep, granitic valley walls.
This small, solitary animal was probably a
disperser. Granite rarely weathers into suitable soils
at subalpine elevations for the lush meadow habitat
that Southeast goats depend upon. (PS: I scanned
unsuccessfully for goats on both trips through Misty
Fiords. I think they are much more common on
sedimentary and metamorphic rock types. Brandon
hasn’t seen them in the Soule either. I asked our B&B
host Ron where the best goat-watching was in the
Hyder/Stewart area. The 3 places he named are all
non-granitic.)
For a breeding population of goats to persist
in a watershed, there must be a rather demanding
combination of summer and winter habitat. Summer
habitat is typically lush subalpine meadow at close
proximity to escape cliffs. In winter, goats often

036
retreat below treeline, into high montane, closedcanopy conifer stands on steep slopes. I’ve seen little
good summer or winter habitat in the Soule.
032 Ptarmigan droppings. Three species are
possible in Southeast, but the likeliest in this habitat is
rock ptarmigan. These droppings and the goat tracks
were at about the 1996 glacier terminus.
036 Tracks of a small black bear, possibly
looking for gull eggs; there isn’t much else to eat up
here.
Mew gulls flew overhead, at times acting
pretty agitated at our presence. They had also
seemed disturbed by the helicopter. These birds
are distinguishable from arctic terns even at a great
distance by their flight pattern; the terns are lighter
and more “lilting.” The archeologists reported being
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040

049

046

similarly harassed by terns. I wonder if these could have
been mew gulls? If this is an arctic tern nesting area it could
be the southernmost in Alaska. They are currently not known
to breed south of Petersburg. But it’s not impossible; most
Southeast breeding colonies are near the termini of receding
glaciers. As for mew gulls, they are common breeders in
similar early-seral habitats in Glacier Bay.
040 View downvalley at about the 1980 surface age.
Dominant species are dwarf fireweed, alder, sitka willow
and cottonwood. At this successional stage it is still easy
to pick your way around the few denser brush patches.
Bushwacking d3 to d5, with the only real difficulty being
the boulder-hopping; no soil has yet developed to fill in the
spaces between car-sized rocks.
049 Fruiting arctic willow, Salix arctica. A prostrate
willow common in the alpine tundra on Southeast summits.
Note also the orange-brown Rhacomitrium in lower right;
search for this color in photos 027 and 046.
046 A bedrock constriction pinches the river into a
rapids here.
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048
048 Koren actually did a wetland point just a
little ways down valley from this lush fern field.
Miraculously, soils have accumulated in a few of
the brighter green pockets. Ferns are the principle
beneficiaries so far. High fern diversity here.
050 Parsley fern, Cryptogramma crispa, common
on bedrock in alpine tundra. The fertile fronds so
overwhelmed the sterile fronds tucked in below that I

055

was fooled, and thought at first we had a Botrychium.
055 Sweet coltsfoot, Petasites frigidus, again, a
subalpine species, but in this case characteristic of
seeps and marshy places
050 The river paintbrush, Castilleja miniata,
our third member of this genus in the watershed.
See comments for photo 036 on the 0716 surveys.
It’s fascinating how plants seem to recognize the

050

059
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058
RC-re-rectified
2004 satellite
imagery. We did the
south delta in the
morning, and the
north delta in the
late afternoon.

subtleties of microhabitats, and find their
way into them, however remote. I associate
CAMI with Glacier Bay, and with the
colorful gravel bars of the Tatshensheni,
where it has tempted “splitters” by growing
in 3 side-by-side color forms: red, orange
and yellow.
058 An ephemeral tributary, probably
draining a high snowfield that’s already
melted. In the upper right, alder thicket has
become dense and hard to penetrate. We only
made it a little farther downvalley before the
d7+ tangles pinched us off against the river.
We called Brandon in to a cobble bar and
flew down to the delta.
062 Down on the north delta, we wanted to
see the character of the old growth near the
alternative power house sites. We climbed
up about 50 feet off the water on the south
side of P1. Very steep scramble, clinging to
the brush for support; road-building would
be a challenge here. Pano shows the very
tall understory of fruiting VAOV/VAAL,
tall bracken, MEFE. Very open canopy, only
~20% cover of hemlock (mostly TSME).
Crabapple on beach fringe. Low plants
COCA and Clintonia.
Normally, you find game trails just inside
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065

063

062

the conifer forest above a beach. Here, the brush is too
thick and the slope too steep for game movement.
063 Band of sweet gale, Myrica gale, along the
beach fringe. I’m not used to seeing it in this habitat,
but rather in silty uplift meadows, often grazed, in
northern SE AK. The one commonality here is that for
some reason, fine sediments collect in this location;
the beach muds are ankle deep and hard to walk in.
064 Lyngbye sedges, already in their matteddown, late-summer appearance, droop over the
rhizome-stabilized overhanging banks of a little
stream. Excellent fish cover.
065 Dense infestation of perennial sow-thistle.
The white flowers are yarrow. Inset shows a solitary
advance bloom of Sonchus.

064
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002
Above: Panorama upriver on the Salmon delta, from top of driftlog
stump.
Right: Beard lichens growing on drift stumps. (Late-season hooter
from distant hill.)

20090721 Aerial wrap-up, delta

004

There was a long delay this morning as Brandon ferried
the engineers and their loads out to the proposed dam
site. While wating, Koren and I walked out to the
Salmon River flats (002).
004 This large, stump-strewn estuary makes an
interesting contrast to the relatively simple Soule
delta. Many of the abundant driftlogs were deposited
upright, almost appearing to have been logged en situ.
But spruces could not have grown on this tidal site. We
wondered if their root pads were so wide, and center-ofgravity so low, that they were floated downriver upright,
from wherever they were undermined.
I checked out many of these stumps and logs, looking
unsuccessfully for short-eared owl pellets; these favored
perches are good places to find pellets on the Mendenhall
Wetlands, and skulls are nice for vole ID. I conclude that
either the Salmon has a relatively light raptor migration,
or that their customary vole prey is scarce here.
Lots of sow thistle on these flats. Vehicle tracks
crisscross the delta, and of course they came down the
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Google Earth
has only low-res
imagery for the
Soule, but at Hyder
it’s fine enough to
see the porch at
Kathy’s Korner.

An oblique from the
helicopter, 0720. Hyder
dock in distance.
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007
010

Above: The tadpole pond on south Soule delta. • Right: One of the 2 tadpoles we tailclipped. • Below: Juvenile 3-spined stickleback.

road from BC, no doubt bringing lots of exotic plant seeds in their tire
treads. Savannah sparrow sang. A rufous hummingbird buzzed Koren’s
orange vest. These are abundant on the feeders at Kathy’s Korner B&B,
but scarce on the Soule.
A blue grouse hooted several times from the opposite side of the river.
This is quite late for males to be vocalizing. Reminded me that I heard him
yesterday from the ball field. Over the last 10 years I’ve lost the ability to
hear high-pitched bird song, and it’s nice to know that at least my hearing
is normal in the lower ranges.
I counted rings in one of the cut spruce stumps. It was about 50 inches
in diameter with only about 150 rings. Still growing rapidly when logged.

011

This past winter I began an email correspondence with Jennifer Moore,
who is doing a PhD project on Southeast Alaskan western toad genetics
at UAS with Sanjay Pyare. She had asked for samples in the event I came
upon toads in my 2009 field work. But I never got a sampling kit from her.
As our visit to Hyder was drawing to a close, I began to regret that lack of
preparation. I emailed Jennifer to see if I could collect a sample for genetic
testing with the same equipment we’ve been using for fungal analysis.
Jennifer replied that our swab process probably wouldn’t work, but
if I was willing to clip a small piece from the tip of a tadpole tail, that
would do the trick. Larvae seem to survive tail-clipping okay. They don’t
much rely on speed to escape predation, and will adsorb the tail before
metamorphosis anyway. Jennifer said that the pure ethanol solution Tony
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prepared for chyrid
swab samples would do
fine for preservation of
the tail tips. She asked
for 2 samples.
Paul and Tony were
on the delta when we
finally arrived. As I
prepared the larval
samples, I noticed very
small sticklebacks,
about a centimeter long,
in the tadpole pond. Paul
wanted an ID on the
species so he netted a
few. With his lens, Tony
could see 3 spines.
When Brandon was
finished shuttling loads
for the engineers, he had
time to take Koren and
me up on a quick photoflight, to get obliques
of some of the places
we haven’t visited or
properly documented.
We’d made a sketch
map of these locations,
to communicate in the
air, and make best use of
the heli-time.
Because our route
was circuitous, it felt
to me like we took at
least half an hour to fly
upvalley and back. But
checking the first and
last photos in the series,
I see we were only
airborne from 11:23
to 11:33 AM; just 10
minutes! Helicopters
are like hummingbirds
or dragonflies;
they intensify your
perception of time.
This flight is
presented below as a
simple photo-log, with
captions rather than
journal text.

USFS digital orthoquad,
1996.Red dots are my
photopoints, numbered
if included in the
journal. Arrows from
the dots show direction
of the photo. Yellow
dots are Koren’s Etrex
track. We saved it as a
point file rather than line
file because my Axim
was on the blink, and a
point file is needed for
photopoint interpolation.
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A beaver pond on the mainstem that
we didn’t get to during our east-side
survey, 0719. Angular boulders in the
river probably fell from the southwest
(near) side, which is much steeper
and has avalanche tracks.

018
Dewatered beaver pond north of the
West Fork, beyond the reach of our
survey on 0715. “Curly” smaller stems
are Sitka alders, killed by flooding.
The grey-green, spire-form trees in
lower right are subalpine firs.

032
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On our descent through the peatlands
north of the confluence, 0715, we passed
to the west of this poor fen. A lichen flat
is on the river flood plain on the right.

034
Isolated, bedrock controlled pond at 600
feet elevation (above level of proposed
reservoir). This is 170 meters NE of our
newt fen, surveyed 0715.

036
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Poor fen at 600 feet elevation (above
reservoir footprint). This is on an upland
bench northeast of the long beaver
complex we surveyed on 0716, east side
of the North Fork valley.

039
View upstream along the same
channel, lower North Fork
valley. Lichen flat on excessively
drained coarse outwash
deposits at left

View downstream
along an overflow
channel, lower North
Fork valley. The 2008
campsite is in center
distance

044

048
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Hyder-Ketchikan
geology, from the new
Sue Karl layer, and our
flight back to Ketchikan.
The black line outlines
Misty Fiords National
Monument Wilderness

032
Punchbowl Lake
Misty Fiords

20090721 Hyder to Ketchikan
Brandon needed to take the helicopter back to
Ketchikan this evening for inspection. He had
room for 2 passengers and gear. Koren and I
were at a good stopping point, having visited
most of the principle wetlands, and acquired air
photography for places we didn’t ground-truth.
We’ve now spent enough ground time in the Soule
that we can predict fairly well from the air what
a habitat will be like. I also feel like I’ve done a
pretty good job of characterizing landforms, and
surveying for amphibians. (Sure would be nice to
have a confirmed wood frog though.)
So at about 6PM, we loaded our gear for my
longest helicopter flight ever, about 90 miles
(Chuck River to Juneau in February, 1985 was
probably second, at 75 miles). It took us about 50
minutes, or about 110 mph.
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4-letter plant codes
These are plant species commonly mentioned in the journal. Rather than confuse the botanist with common names,
or overwhelm the non-botanist with long lists of scientific names, I’ve opted for brevity by using these 4-letter codes:
first 2 letters of genus, followed by first 2 letters of species. Over the past decade I’ve learned that most readers of
my journals don’t really care whether I saw Ribes bracteosum or laxiflora, and the few who do are generally conversant
with the codes. If you’re one of those rare folks in the middle who do want to know the plants, and hate acronyms, my
apologies!
CODE

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

trees

CODE

COMMON NAME

SCIENTIFIC NAME

EMNI

crowberry

Empetrum nigrum

ABAM

subalpine fir

Abies lasiocarpa

HELA

cow parsnip

Heracleum lanata

ALCR

sitka alder

Alnus crispa

LYAM

skunk cabbage

Lysichiton americanum

ALRU

red alder

Alnus rubra

MADI

false lily-of-the-valley

Maianthemum dilatatum

Chamecyparis nootkatensis

METR

bog buckbean

Menyathes trifoliata

yellow pond lily

Nuphar polysepalum

CHNO

yellow-cedar

MAFU

oregon crabapple

Malus fusca

NUPO

PICO

lodgepole pine

Pinus contorta

POAN

silverweed

Potentilla anserina

POTR

black cottonwood

Populus tricocarpa

POPA

marsh fivefinger

Potentilla palustris

PISI

spruce

Picea sitchensis

PYSE

one-sided wintergreen

Pyrola secunda

THPL

western redcedar

Thuja plicata

RUAR

nagoonberry

Rubus arcticus

TSHE

western hemlock

Tsuga heterophylla

STAM

clasping twisted stalk

Streptopus amplexifolius

TSME

mountain hemlock

Tsuga mertensiana

STRO

rosy twisted stalk

Streptopus roseus

TRMA

arrowgrass

Triglochin maritima

Menziesia ferruginea

VACA

dwarf blueberry

Vaccinium caespitosum

Oplopanax horridum

VAUL

bog blueberry

Vaccinium uliginosum

Ribes bracteosum

VEVI

false hellbore

Veratrum viride

shrubs
MEFE
OPHO

rusty menziesia
devil’s club

RIBR  

stink current

RILA

trailing black current

Ribes laxiflora

RUPA

thimbleberry

Rubus parviflorus

RUSP

salmonberry

Rubus spectabilis

SABA

barclay willow

Salix barclayi

SARA

elderberry

Sambucus racemosa

SASI

sitka willow

Salix sitchensis

VAAL

alaska blueberry

V. alaskense

VAPA

red huckleberry

V. parvifolium

VAspp

blueberry spp

Vaccinium spp

VAOV

early blueberry

Vaccinium ovalifolium

winter deer forbs
COAS

fern-leaved goldthread

Coptis asplenifolia

COCA

ground dogwood

Cornus canadensis

RUPE

5-leaved bramble

Rubus pedatus

TITR

foamflower

Tiarella trifoliata

HYSP

step moss

Hylocomium splendens

RHLO

lanky moss

Rhytidiadelphus loreus

ATFE

lady fern

Athyrium felix-femina

DREX

shield fern

Dryopteris expansa

GYDR

oak fern

Gymnocarpium dryopteris

PTAQ

bracken fern

Pteridium aquilinium

THPH

beech fern

Thelypteris phegoptera

mosses

ferns

other
CALY

lyngbye sedge

Carex lyngbyei

CAUN

yellow paintbrush

Castilleja unalaschcensis

CIAL

enchanter’s nightshade

Circaea alpina

DECA

tufted hairgrass

Deschampsia caespitosa

ELMO

ryegrass

Elymus mollis

When in doubt, ask a local
I quizzed our B&B host Ron Tschakert–who moved to Hyder in
the 1970s–about local natural history. Here are some notes,
scribbled in no particular order:
• A woman named Marlene is best for bird questions. She’s
always walking her dog out on the flats. Hyder gets a wave
of mountain bluebirds in April, more than Juneau, where
it’s a really exciting bird (for me <once/yr). Also, sounds like
there’s a pretty good shorebird migration through the Salmon
estuary (possibly on the Soule as well?).
• Cathy Tighe, KRD does annual point counts at Hyder. 2284134.
• There used to be a fair number of porcupines at Hyder, but
they’ve declined in recent years.
• A few years ago a resident reported a possible Sitka deer
out the road a ways. People got pretty excited and went out
with their rifles. That’s how rare deer are in Hyder. Ron says
you don’t see them much in Portland Canal until you get all
the way down to Fillmore Island. (Check out the snow map at
end of journal; only at Fillmore do you leave the very deep and
deep snow zones.)
• Not many serious trappers in Hyder anymore. Their main
target is usually marten. Ron does not recall hearing of lynx
or snowshoe hare at Hyder. [PS: check out the Nagorsen
BC column in the following mammals table: hare should be
present, but lynx is oddly at a slight remove.]
• A visitor from POW was killed by a bear at the Hyder dump.
• Thunder is heard less than once per year at Hyder. Oddly,
it’s more common south down Portland Canal.
• With a spotscope you can see mountain goats on the
opposite side of Portland Canal from Hyder dock, from Stewart,
and opposite the Riverside Mine. [All of these places are on
non-granitic bedrock. See summary comments.]
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Baichtal-Streveler correspondence
On return to Juneau I summarized the key geomorphic
puzzles and sent the following email to the authors of
Sculptures in Granite:
Greg and Jim,
Koren Bosworth and I have just returned from a week
at Hyder with the Shipley Group, studying the nearby
Soule River watershed in regard to a proposed hydro
development. Fortunately, our B&B host had a copy of
your lovely Sculptures in Granite (I forgot to bring my
copy), which we referred to often as we tried to unravel
several geomorphic puzzles. I’m writing to see what
you may already know about glaciation in the Soule, and
also to ask for your comments on my observations and
speculations about glacial and alluvial features.
Greg – I know you don’t like large or multiple
attachments, so I’ve tried to tell the whole story in a
single .jpg less than one megabyte, using insets and
enlargements on a geologic map. (When I’m done with
the trip journal, I’ll ftp it to Jim and wing it to Gus on
the Rob Bosworth courier service.) The map includes
the ~2006 draft Sue Karl GIS layer for which (Jim!) I
give thanks at least several times per month. In terms of
bedrock, the Soule is the simplest and most monolithic
watershed I’ve ever worked in. The glacial story is more
complicated.

First puzzler: You’d only have to raise the current
Soule Glacier less than 100 feet for it to spill over from
the West Fork valley into the North Fork. That certainly
must have happened during the Little Ice Age (LIA);
the question is how far did that forked tongue reach?
The walls of No Name Lake are “classic Misty,” too steep
and sparsely vegetated to reveal a trimline. The curving
ridge at the outlet looks morainal on the aerial, but the
material is water-sorted (?) coarse sand with some gravel
and cobbles (and Zapus burrows). Paul Rusanowski’s
bathymetry (inset) shows a maximum lake depth of
350 feet. I’m currently inclined toward the idea that the
glacier stopped half-way down the lake, about where
Paul’s map shows an abrupt shallowing to 275 feet.
If that were the case, you could imagine the reduced,
sediment-laden, more vigorously fluctuating lake spilling
over at several points along the SE shore, accounting
for the braids showing in the inset 2004 true-color
satellite image. The only feature inconsistent with that
interpretation is the ~20-foot height of the curving ridge
just NW of the lake outlet – that little triangular island.
Topographically, this certainly feels like a terminal or
recessional moraine. Could it be that this granite parent
material simply doesn’t weather down into grains smaller
than coarse sand, at least such that it would comprise
a substantial component of till? (Down-valley, we saw
medium and fine-grained sand in dewatered beaver
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ponds.) If so, then maybe this is the LIA terminal.
I now regret that we didn’t climb off the valley floor
anywhere in the North Fork, to check on tree ages on
the lower slopes of the valley walls. In most locations
we were prevented from doing so by yazoo streams
and valley-marginal beaver ponds (and distaste for wet
brush). But we did get several close looks up into those
forests, and I’m pretty sure that old-growth extends
down almost to the flood-plain level. These presumably
pre-LIA forests contrast with the flood-plain woodlands
of dispersed spruce, cottonwood, hemlock (mostly TSME)
and subalpine fir in a matrix of Sitka alder, Sitka willow,
and dense OPHO/RUSP/SARA/VAOV. I’m pretty sure there
are no pre-LIA trees on the flood plain all the way down
to the confluence with the West Fork. In that regard, the
Soule North Fork appears similar to Mendenhall Valley,
where the LIA glacier stopped just below the back loop
road, but migrating outwash erased previous old-growth
forests throughout the lower valley floor.
Second puzzler: But if the glacier never made it farther
than the lake outlet (and probably not even that far),
how to account for the somewhat-moraine-like ridges
shown in the oblique aerial inset on the lower right, 2.3
miles down-valley from the lake? Beaver have taken
advantage of these features to backwater a complex
series of valley-margin ponds. But beaver could not have
placed the ~100-pound rounded boulders that I found
in the most prominent of the ridges. (The ridges are not
perfectly parallel, but radiate slightly, like bicycle spokes)
Of course, LIA recessional moraines aren’t a very
good explanation either; the curvature and NW-SE
alignment of the ridges are all wrong. Still, whether the
LIA maximum is up- or down-valley from these ridges,
you’d think that at least several feet of alluvium should
have been added to the valley floor, burying any pre-LIA
landforms.
Third puzzler: In the lower Soule valley, below the
confluence of the W and N Forks, we found an extensive
alluvial terrace, about 100 feet above the current channel
on the NE side (inset panorama). Shipley Group has
commissioned lidar to be flown this summer, so we
should soon be able to map this terrace. Meantime, I’ve
roughly indicated its extent, based upon our GPS tracks.
Judging from contours on the USGS topo, it starts at
about 400 feet above sea level and declines smoothly to
about 300 feet before being pinched off. We also found
a piece of this terrace on the SW side of the river. There
are several levels to the terrace, separated by distinct
embankments. These faces are generally vegetated, but
we found one actively eroding escarpment crest with
dangling moss-carpet that revealed rounded boulders in
a matrix of sorted, coarse sand.
I don’t recall ever seeing so distinct an alluvial terrace
outside of raw, post-LIA landscapes such as Glacier
Bay. In scale it seems far too grand to be a neoglacial
landform, but in other ways it appears too youthful
to be an early Holocene terrace. Soils are thin, and in
many places the hemlock-spruce forests are mature
but suspiciously even-aged. I find it hard to explain
these even-aged stands by traditional SE disturbances
such as blowdown, disease, or landslide (mother of all
jokulhlaups?!).
What do we know about sea level change in
Portland Canal? Could this 400-to-300-foot terrace be

graded to a higher sea level, around 10,000 years
ago? If it’s that old, and yet so “crisp” and welldefined, then why haven’t I seen similar terraces
in watersheds throughout Southeast Alaska? Was
there some intermediate-aged glacial episode in the
Misty icefields, perhaps contemporaneous with the
unorthodox Hubbard-Malaspina advance ~800 years
ago?
Regards
RC “

Reply from Jim Baichtal:
“Richard glad to hear you’re out and about. when this
first came to the USFS I did an air photo review and
offered the following comments....[RC: Jim’s original
photo-review comments are underlined, below.]
1. Where did you get the 2004 Satellite imagery?
2. If shell is present in the valley behind Stewart
at “They occur at elevations of from 343 and 348 feet
above present mean tide.” Then this could have been
the shore line and would possibly account for your
terrace deposit as a delta system into the high stand
of the sea at about 13,000 YBP. This would have
made the glacier a tidewater glacier at about the dam
site...If the 485 marine elevation projection is right
“Blue clays holding marine shells occur along Bear
Lake at an elevation of 340 feet, and similar clays
without shells and interbanded with sands occur a mile
farther up the valley up to an elevation of 485 feet.”
then the whole valley would have been a bay.
My bet is your terrace relates to past sea levels...
3. Could your alignment of boulders be something
like polygonal mound topography where rock
alignments in the fracture at the margins can
accumulate...or how about erratic lines from paleo
shore lines either from freshwater or marine. My bet
is on the latter... “
Jim Baichtal
Forest Geologist, Tongass National Forest
Thorne Bay Ranger District
P.O. Box 19001
Thorne Bay, Alaska 99919
907-828-3248 Office
907-828-3902 FAX
jbaichtal@fs.fed.us
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Summary thoughts on the Soule
In spite of the fact that Hyder is one of only 3
communities in Southeast with a road connection to
the rest of civilization, this corner of the Tongass is
a “scientific backwater.” Many life-long Southeast
residents have never been to Hyder.
That apparently includes most researchers. One
of the first documents I typically consult when
preparing for Southeast field work is Greg Nowacki
et al’s Ecological Subsections of Southeast Alaska
and neighboring areas of Canada. Greg’s team of
Tongass experts chopped the region up into 73 units
based upon unique flora, fauna, bedrock, and glacial
history. The subsection treatments are generally full of
interesting anecdotes, from personal field experience.
So I was disappointed to find that the fascinating
Soule-Hyder area was relegated to the geographic
wastebin of the “Boundary Ranges Icefields”
subsection, a gigantic and fairly meaningless unit
that straddles the US/BC border from Skagway’s
highlands on the north to the Nass River on the south.
My description of the North Misty biogeographic
province in TNC/Audubon’s Coastal Forests &
Mountains Ecoregion (Carstensen, 2007) is not a lot
more useful. It will fall to some future transnational
biogeographer to explain what makes this area tick.
Meanwhile, here are some generalizations–questions
as much as answers–that have emerged from my week
on the ground.
Geology The overwhelming fact about the Soule
is GRANITE. Much that is special about our
study watershed emerges from the properties of its
monolithic foundation. Granitic bedrock matched with
active glaciers means steep, thinly vegetated valley
walls, perennial rockslides and snow avalanches,
sterile soils with low clay fraction, stressed forests,
and–for species important to human subsistence–
generally low fish and wildlife values.
Granite is to blame for the barrier falls that kept
salmon out of the valley ever since falling sea level
isolated the No Name dollies. That of course means
few bears, mustelids, or avian fish-eaters like gulls,
heron or mergansers. Granite is the reason we’ve so
far seen no mountain goats. Granite precludes the
large-tree forest that might have given Sitka deer half
a chance of living through a typical Soule winter–if
there were any deer in upper Portland Canal. One
could even point out that Misty Fiord granites are the
reason for those brutal, deep-snow winters; only this
resistant rock–unintimidated by mile-thick Wisconsin-

age glaciers–could have survived to form the cloudcollecting summits that call down today’s snow.
You might gather from this litany that I dislike
granite, but as a former mountaineer, I love it. Misty
Fiords and Yosemite are nature’s most monumental
art; they just aren’t very friendly to large critters or
anadromous fish. You can’t eat scenery.
Habitat diversity That said, for certain species
groups–particularly some that hunter/fishers/
managers tend to undervalue–the granitically-derived
landscape of the Soule bottomlands may provide a
more structurally diverse mosaic of microhabitats
than you’d find on more productive parent material,
where forest cover is more uniform. Diversity and
productivity do not go hand-in-hand. In some cases,
they may even be inversely related.
In our week of wetland mapping, we traversed
an impressive array of microhabitats: xeric d1 lichen
turf on cobble/gravel outwash; thick-scrub d7 spastic
mountain hemlock woodland; majestic, closed, 30”dbh subalpine fir forest; dewatered beaver flats with
stochastic meadow assemblages; pecker-drilled snagswamps on toes of avalanche fans; newt fens and
toad wallows; 90-foot cottonwoods; ancient, thin-peat
sphagnum bogs; and plain old small-tree blueberry old
growth.
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Migratory birds Who might benefit from
that habitat mosaic? For starters, I expect high
diversity of migratory songbirds. Because
they leave the watershed after broods fledge,
the severe winter climate of northern Portland
Canal is no issue. And to a greater degree than
our mid- to large-sized mammals, passerines
respond to the kinds of microhabitat diversity
we documented on the Soule. An example of
this response is exceptional songbird richness
in the similarly diverse mosaic of post-glacial
communities near the Mendenhall Glacier
Visitor Center; that area has many more
songbird species than typical Tongass rainforest habitat. Unfortunately, since the early
1990s, my ears have been no good for breeding
bird detection, and anyway we were a bit too
late in the season. Point counts next June would
be a good idea. There are several folks in
Juneau highly qualified for this work.

scientific name

common name

hyder

BC

stikine

nearest

Glaucomys sabrinus

northern flying squirrel

no

r

>8

Rudyerd

Marmota caligata

hoary marmot *

c

r

2

Marmota monax

woodchuck

large rodents

r

Tamias minimus

least chipmunk

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus

red squirrel

c

close
r

>8

Castor canadensis

beaver

no

r

>8

Ketchikan

Ondatra zibethicus

muskrat

no

r

4

N Revilla

Neotoma cinerea

bushy-tailed woodrat

no

r

1

Unuk

Erethizon dorsatum

porcupine *

no

r

4

Boca de Quadra

Zapus hudsonius

meadow jumping mouse

no

r

2

N Revilla

Zapus princeps

western jumping mouse

c

r

>8

Microtus longicaudus

long-tailed vole *

c

r

>8

Microtus pennsylvanicus

meadow vole

no

r

4

Myodes gapperi

southern red-backed vole

c

r

>8

Lemmus trimucronatus

brown lemming

small rodents

Stikine

r

Peromyscus keeni

keen’s (deer) mouse

c

r

Phenacomys intermedius

western heather vole

c

r

>8
1

Synaptomys borealis

northern bog lemming

c

r

>8

Lepus americanus

snowshoe hare

no

Ochotona

(gap between collaris & princeps)

hares

Mammals Small mammals might potentially
respond well to the Soule’s microhabitat

Taku

r
no

shrews

Potential Soule mammals
I prepared this table from several sources,
beginning with MacDonald and Cook (2007).
A black dot in the “hyder” column means they
show a collection there on their range maps.
A “no” means there is no collection there, but
does not imply the species is absent. For those
“no”s, I added a column called “nearest,” which
notes the nearest location in Southeast where
McD&C report a collection.
The “stikine” column is from Rusanowski
& Krzysik (2008), which in turn derives from
McD&C. It shows the number of museum
specimens for southern Southeast, defined as
south of the Stikine.
In some ways more relevant for Hyder than
the Alaskan data, however, are maps from BC
mammalogists. Nagorsen (2002) gives detailed
range maps for the province. In the “BC”
column, a black box means that the species’
range directly contacts the Stewart/Hyder area
at the tip of Portland Canal. In a few cases,
such as least chipmunk, the range comes close
enough to be worth noting.
Mammals we have confirmed in the Soule by
direct sighting, or unmistakable sign are listed
in red–only 8 species. This embarrassingly low
number could be augmented by 4 more–marked
with asterisks*: marmot (heard?), porky
(weathered scat), long-tailed or other vole
(diggings), and wolf (one scat with beaver hair).

Sorex monticolus

dusky shrew

c

r

>8

Sorex cinereus

masked shrew

c

r

>8

Sorex palustris

water shrew

c

r

5

bats
Myotis lucifugus

little brown myotis

c

r

>8

Myotis volans

long-legged myotis

no

r

2

Wrangell
Ketchikan

Myotis keenii

keen’s myotis

no

r

3

Myotis californicus

california myotis

no

no

2

El Cap

Lasionycteris noctivagans

silver-haired bat

no

no

2

Ketchikan

>8

Smeaton

artiodactyls
Odocoileus hemionus sitchensis

sitka black-tailed deer

no

no

Odocoileus hemionus hemionus

mule deer

no

r

Alces americanus

moose

no

r

2

Rudyerd

Oreamnos americanus

mountain goat

no

r

2

Stikine

1

Wrangell Is

carnivores
Puma concolor

cougar

no

r

Lynx canadensis

lynx

no

close

Canis latrans

coyote

no

r

Canis lupus

wolf *

no

r

Vulpes vulpes

red fox

no

r

Ursus americanus

black bear

no

Ursus arctos

brown bear

Chickamin
Stewart road (RC)
>8

Walker Cove

r

>8

Walker Cove

no

r

2

Walker Cove
Carroll Inlet

Juneau

Gulo gulo

wolverine

no

r

3

Lontra canadensis

river otter

no

r

>8

Ketchikan

Martes americana

american marten

no

r

>8

Walker Cove

Martes pennanti

fisher

no

r

Mustela erminea

short-tailed weasel

no

r

>8

Ketchikan

Pt Agassi

Neovison vison

mink

no

r

>8

Boca de Quadra
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diversity, although of course they have to deal with
winter. Maybe that’s one reason jumping mice–
hibernators–are so successful. Wilson & Ruff (1999)
report that where Zapus princeps and Peromyscus
overlap, jumpers displace deer mice from prime
habitat during their active season.
Compared to the Alexander Archipelago, Hyder’s
list of potential small mammals is impressive. For
example, at Angoon on Admiralty Island–my last
field trip–the total rodent list was 7, including one
invasive. At Hyder, I count 17. Few of these should be
discouraged by the Soule’s deep snows; in fact many
small rodents gain protection from predators under a
deep snow pack.
A winter or early spring visit to the Soule for
tracking studies on snow would probably be a good
idea.
Close contact with interior populations of
mammals essentially unknown in Southeast Alaska
means we should be alert for species such as:
woodchuck, woodrat, brown lemming, heather vole,
bog lemming, snowshoe hare, mule deer, cougar, lynx,
coyote, fox, and fisher.
Colonization patterns The Hyder area is a great
place to investigate big-picture questions such as
how plant and animal species attained their current
distributions in Southeast Alaska. This may not
pertain directly to the proposed hydro development
unless it constitutes a barrier to connectivity. But in
thinking about species distributions, it always helps to
take a long temporal perspective; range limits are not
static.
Many Southeast species are thought to have
entered the region through transboundary rivers from
interior BC populations. Most often cited as corridors
are the major rivers: Alsek/Tatshenshini, Chilkat,
Taku, Stikine and Unuk. The much smaller Bear
Creek doesn’t drain from interior BC to Stewart, but
the Stewart-to-Meziadin highway does constitute a
corridor of sorts.
The transboundary river colonizers–both plants
and animals–are of course cold-hardy, as they derive
from truely boreal sources. Examples are subalpine
fir and wolf. Another set of Southeast colonists
are thought to have come up the warmer Pacific
coast; they are intolerant of interior BC conditions.
Examples are Sitka spruce and Sitka black-tailed deer
(and even less tolerant–Pacific silver fir, which makes
it only to Marten Arm). Obviously, considering the
extremely convoluted shoreline of BC and SE AK,
these coast-travellers would have to have been either

good swimmers, good flyers, or good at moving their
seeds over water in some way.
But for some species, colonization strategy
remains puzzling. Rough-skinned newts have
achieved a remarkable ubiquity on Southeast Islands,
considering that–unlike western toad–they are thought
to be quite intolerant of salt water. You almost have
to imagine Tlingit children transporting them as pets
in dugout canoes. Our Soule newts provide useful
information for those debating whether Taricha came
strictly up the coast–hopping fiord after fiord–or rather
entered Southeast through several transboundary
corridors like the Stikine, and Stewart’s Bear River
pass. My sidebar on Mapping Taricha introduced this
question of how things got where they are.
Species pairs I’ve long been fascinated with several
sets of closely related species (or subspecies) that
come together on the boundary of coastal and interior
ecoregions: Stellar’s and gray jays; chestnut-backed
and black-capped chickadees; blue and ruffed grouse;
black-tailed and mule deer; Sitka and white spruce.
What do these species have to tell us about their
respective ecoregions? In the case of the Soule, the
species from the preceding list are almost completely
coastal, although we do seem to be in a no-man’s-land
between blacktails and muleys (and I didn’t see a
single Stellar’s jay).
But the exceptions may be furtive and cryptic, such
as my list above of potential “interior” mammals. Is
heather vole–for example–in the Soule?
Another example of a species pair that is not
necessarily a matter of coastal-vs-interior are the
2 forms of yellow-rumped warbler: the myrtle and
Audubon’s. Formerly considered distinct species, they

Based on Campbell
et al, 2001. In the
“introgression zone”
both forms may be found
nesting, but hybridization
hotspots also occur, one
just inland from Hyder.
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were eventually lumped by the A.O.U.
In Juneau I see exclusively the whitethroated myrtles. In Hyder, all of the
yellow-rumps Koren and I saw were the
yellow-throated Audubon’s form. From
talking to local birders, I’ve heard that
at Ketchikan, Audubon’s dominate. At
Wrangell Audubons are somewhat more
common, but there are a fair number of
myrtles also.
Toads For me, working in the Soule
felt like being transported back to the
“good old days” of the early 1980s,
when you could count on seeing western
toads every other day. I haven’t had that
experience, except for one trip up Taku
River (another snow hole), since the mid
1990s. In 2002 and 2003, when I was
surveying northern Southeast intensively
for amphibians, if you disregard breeding
congregations, my grand total of adult
western toad observations was about
equal to what I saw in one week on the
Soule.
Brian Slough’s pamphlet on BC/YK
amphibians points out that while wood
frogs have natural antifreeze and endure
extreme cold, western toads “are limited
to areas of high snowfall, where limited
frost penetration allows safe hibernation.”
As toads decline throughout Southeast
Alaska, we think we are seeing hints
of somewhat better survival in areas
of deeper snows. For me, the Soule is
by far the strongest confirmation of
that hypothesis. Some have suggested
that with warmer winters recently, and
shallower snow packs, dormant toads
are more susceptible to attack by chytrid
fungi. It will be interesting to see the
results from our swab samples.
Thanks to Paul and Tony! Many
thanks to Paul for involving me in
this fascinating study. And to Tony, a
“philosophical naturalist” of the highest
order. It was a pleasure to explore the
Tongass borderlands with you guys.
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